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OVERVIEW OF TIP ONE
WHAT DO WE DO?
TIP One is a BEE Investment Holding Company that is building a diversified portfolio of BEE related
investments and aims to benefit from opportunities that present themselves to BEE investors or align
with the objectives of BEE.
TIP One’s investments include BEE Schemes which are in turn invested into listed companies. TIP One
is also able to invest into components (eg subsidiaries, divisions and other entities within the group
structure) of listed companies and into companies whose shares have appropriate price discovery and
disclosures similar to listed companies.
THE OPPORTUNTIES AND RISKS OF INVESTING IN BEE SCHEMES
Many BEE related investments can be bought at a discount to their underlying asset value. The result
is that they carry a high dividend yield, or that the investment automatically moves to fair value as the
BEE discount closes out when the scheme matures.
As a result, investors in such assets not only earn a return from the underlying asset, but also the
additional return of the discount closing out over time, or for example, a high dividend yield.
To earn a return in this space, investors in BEE schemes need to make sure that the underlying asset
is of a good quality and will rise in value over time, that the scheme is well structured, that any debt
in the scheme is manageable, and critically, that they don’t overpay to invest in the scheme.

BENEFITS TO INVESTORS AS BEE SCHEMES MOVE TO MATURITY
Future Net Asset Value

At maturity the underlying
net asset value gets
distributed to shareholders

Net Asset Value
(includes liabilities)

Cost to acquire asset in
secondary market
(including BEE discounts)
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WHAT DOES TIP ONE DO FOR ITS INVESTORS?
Most investors that want to buy into BEE investments don’t know where to start, or what to buy.
Finding these investments is hard, understanding their structures is difficult, and buying into them can
be notoriously complex.
This asset class in incredibly user unfriendly.
By building a portfolio of these investments, TIP One applies it specialist skills to researching, selecting,
buying into and then managing a diversified portfolio of attractive BEE investment opportunities for
our shareholders.
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES ARE THERE IN THIS SPACE?
Over and above direct investment opportunities, we estimate that listed companies have created over
140 BEE schemes, and these BEE schemes have invested to the value of above R400bn in these listed
companies. These include listed BEE schemes, unlisted or privately held schemes and empowerment
endowments.
BEE investments can be made in the primary market (i.e. when a scheme is created, or directly with
the underlying company) or secondary market, where existing BEE investors are looking to exit a
scheme. TIP One primarily targets secondary market transactions.
EXAMPLES OF BEE SCHEMES OR COMPANIES WITH SCHEMES

ATTRIBUTES OF TIP ONE





A professionally managed portfolio of BEE related assets acquired at compelling prices
Access new return opportunities previously unavailable to institutional and retail investors
Easily accessible to the man in the street via a cost effective and user-friendly platforms
Closing BEE discounts provide absolute return type framework
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A different set of return drivers to conventional listed shares
Diversification and decorrelation
Harvesting illiquidity premiums
Harvesting term premiums
Only easily accessible portfolio of BEE schemes in South Africa
Accessing complex transactions (‘complexity premium’)

A LISTED BEE VEHICLE
Our unique Trading Rules & BEE validation process, combined with a pre-trade compliance system and
real time share register technology, ensures that TIP One is always majority black owned and
controlled as per the BEE Codes of Good Practice, while still allowing individual, institutional,
mandated and other investors to purchase shares, thereby providing liquidity and price discovery.
OUR INVESTMENT HORIZON
While TIP One shares are listed and tradable, investors are advised that as the Company only realises
and unlocks the intrinsic value in its portfolio upon the disposal of, or maturity and unwinding of the
BEE schemes and other long-term investments, shareholders should look to hold their TIP One shares
for the long term in order to optimally benefit from such value unlock, typically 5 years and longer.

SOLVING THE PROBLEMS FACED BY MANY BEE INVESTORS
Investors in unlisted BEE schemes typically face three key challenges:
 Long term lock-ins as most BEE schemes have very low or no liquidity
 No diversification as each scheme has only one underlying asset
 Inability to borrow against this asset
For all intents and purposes, this asset is “sterilized” on the owner’s balance sheet (and from the
country’s economy for that matter) until maturity.
By buying out investors in existing BEE schemes, and paying for such acquisitions with TIP One shares
through our unique SWAP approach, this frees up the capital for the seller.
The sellers now own TIP One shares that:
 They can now sell, borrow against or collateralise their BEE scheme investments
 Represents a diversified portfolio with attractive economics



Allows for the freeing up of capital for reinvestment back into the economy, thereby
boosting economic growth
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INVESTORS PRE AND POST SWAPPING INTO TIP ONE

OUR STRATEGIC INTENT
Over and above offering investors access to a portfolio with very attractive return drivers, we also
aim to:
 Assist in championing the asset class of Transformation Investments into the ethos of financial
planning, retail savers and institutional investing across the country
 Create a base of permanent black capital
 Play a meaningful role in transforming the financial services sector in South Africa



Drive financial inclusion in respect of investors who would not otherwise be able to access
such investments
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CEO and Investment Report
For a niche start up BEE investment company, TIP One has experienced two major and unforeseen
operating challenges. Just as TIP One was starting to implement its operating model and make
acquisitions after the challenges created by COVID-19, the ZAR X stock exchange was unfortunately
suspended by the FSCA shortly after the Company’s financial year end.
The Company has been focussed on the following three critical areas, namely the moving of TIP One
to a different stock exchange that can meet our requirements as a result of the ZAR X suspension, the
ongoing raising of capital for investment allocations and the building of the investment portfolio.
Resolution of the ZAR X suspension issue
Given the requirement that TIP One investor’s must be able to trade their shares, that TIP One must
be able to issue shares into the market to raise capital to allocate to investments and cover operating
costs or be able acquire investments through issuing of TIP One shares, being listed on an operating
stock exchange is critical to our success and our ability to create value for our investors.
Management and the Board have been planning for alternative options in respect of the listing of TIP
One in response to the suspension of the ZAR X license and will be communicating such to
shareholders in the near future, once these due processes have been completed.
Ongoing Capital Raising Initiatives
TIP One’s operating model is to raise funding from investors on an ongoing basis to apply those funds
into investment allocations. TIP One’s capital raising activities are broken into two broad categories,
namely retail and institutional. In the retail space, TIP One has made progress in the Stokvel market,
with two stokvels on the Stokfella.com platform ready to make investment allocations to TIP One. We
have also made progress with the MTN Mobile Money Platform to allow users of that platform to
invest into those stokvels, thereby creating a broad-based investor base that can transact on an easy
to use basis.
In addition to the stokvel strategy, TIP One is implementing an investment strategy with a broad-based
financial services business with a presence across South Africa, particularly in rural areas. TIP One has
also been building a presence in the direct investor market targeting higher net worth investors via
webinars and other engagements.
In the institutional space, we have three broad based community groups that we are in final stages of
securing investment commitments from in respect of our capital raising strategy, and the funding is
expected to flow from January 2022. In addition, BBMIH, our strategic partner and current majority
shareholder, will also provide further funding to TIP One via the BBMIH specific issue of shares as
detailed in the Proxy section of this Integrated Annual Report. These capital raising strategies will
provide TIP One with investment capital to fund cash acquisitions in its pipeline, sweeten swap
transactions as well as bolster working capital to enable TIP One to fund its operating costs, which TIP
One is managing on a very tight basis at present with, for example, the executives drawing no
remuneration.
The above strategies will be implemented once the listing matter is resolved.
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Chief Financial Officer’s Report
The June 2021 financial year proved to be a year of resilience and progress for TIP One, not withstanding the impact of COVID-19 on investment markets and TIP One, which essentially put the
business on ‘hold’ for over a year.
Our financial highlights for the year included:
-

Efficiently managing our cost base,
The investment received from BBMIH, and
TIP One building the underlying investment portfolio.

With regards to cost management, TIP One terminated its lease with the executives working remotely.
The executives also agreed to waive any remuneration and RAC Advisory deferred certain of our
license payments. The cost structures vs the previous financial year (in which we did not operate for
the entire year) is as follows:

Figures in R'000

The first transactions where initiated, which was valued at R530k at year end, but grew to about
R2.1mil post year end in September with the buying programme which continued post year end.
The initial portfolio comprises four stocks, which are discussed in more detail in the investment
sections and financial statements of TIP One.
At the time of preparing this report, TIP One was finalising options for an alternative listing of the
Company’s shares in response to the suspension of ZAR X’s listing license. When that matter is
resolved, we will be able to raise further investment capital and have strong indicative commitment.
The hard work, dedication, and commitment of the Board is noted and truly appreciated and Geoff
Blount, the former CEO of TIP One has led TIP One through this critical phase in the entity’s growth.
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TIP One Current Investments
As at 31 October, TIP One has made allocations into Sasol Limited (SOLBE1), Vodacom Yebo Yethu,
MTN Zakhele Futhi and Phuthuma Nathi. The investment committee has approved two other
investments, but as they are currently trading above what we believe is an appropriate price to
purchase them at, TIP One has made no allocation to them yet.
The following table indicates the current investment allocations:
Investment

Underlying
Asset /
Company

Number of
shares held

Gross
Cost Price
per share

Share Price
as at 31
0ctober
2021

Total Gross
Cost of
Investment
Allocations

Total
Return as
at 31
October
2021

Percentage
Return

MTNZakhele
Futhi

MTN

16 285

R12,91

R30,07

R210 239

R489 689

132%

Yebo Yethu

Vodacom

10 990

R45,08

R50,05

R495 429

R550 049

11%

Phuthuma
Nathi

Multichoice
South
Africa

8 021

R144,94

R137,01

R1 162 418

R1 277 024

9,9%

SOLBE01

Sasol

2 630

(including
dividend
received)
R115,77

R157,50

R304 475

R414 225

36%

Total

R2 172 562

R2 730 024

25,7%

*More on the current investment holdings of TIP One
MTN Zakhele Futhi
MTN Zakhele Futhi is the BEE scheme implemented in 2016 by MTN Group Ltd, and matures in late 2024. MTN
Zakhele Futhi is currently listed on the BEE section of the JSE and owns 4% of MTN. On maturity, the scheme
will be closed, outstanding debt settled and the net asset value distributed to its shareholders. The MTN share
price has rallied dramatically in recent times and MTN Zakhele Futhi’s investment in MTN is worth approximately
R10.5bn.
MTN Zakhele Futhi carries a complex liability structure of approximately R5.6bn debt (including a
deferred tax liability). The recent rally in MTN’s share price has resulted in the rise of MTN Zakhele
Futhi’s net asset value to approximately R5bn vs its market cap at approximately R3.8bn.
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Vodacom Yebo Yethu
Vodacom Yebo Yethu is the Vodacom BEE scheme launched in 2018 after the rollover of the initial Vodacom BEE
scheme. The scheme matures in late 2028 upon which the scheme will be closed, outstanding debt settled, and
the net asset value distributed to its shareholders. Vodacom Yebo Yethu holds 114.5 million shares in Vodacom
with a market value of approximately R16bn.
The liabilities of Vodacom Yebo Yethu amount to approximately R11.6bn (including a deferred tax liability)
putting its net asset value at approximately R4.4bn. The current market cap of Vodacom Yebo Yethu is
approximately R2.6bn. Vodacom Yebo Yethu also carries a 4% dividend yield.

SOLBE1
SOLBE1 is a Sasol Ordinary Shares listed on the BEE section of the JSE. The only difference between it and other
Sasol ordinary shares is that only BEE investors can buy the share, which over time results in it typically trading
at a discount to the normal listed Sasol share (although there have been periods when it has traded at a premium
to the normal Sasol share). The size of this discount opens and closes over time, and SOLBE1 also typically follows
the direction of the Sasol share price with a lag. SOLBE1 is a permanent listing and as such, carries no maturity
date where it converts into normal listed Sasol shares.
SOLBE1 shares carry no specific debt (except for their exposure as an ordinary shareholder to Sasol group debt)
and as a result, given the discounts it trades at, it enjoys a much higher dividend yield than the Sasol’s normal
listed share does when the group pays a dividend. For example, if Sasol where to trade at a dividend yield of
5%, and SOLBE1s are trading at a discount of 50%, than SOLBE1 would enjoy a dividend yield of 10%.
Sasol’s prospects and share price have improved considerably over the last 12 months and it is also enjoying
tailwinds with the strong likelihood of the resumption of dividends.

Phuthuma Nathi
Phuthuma Nathi is a listed BEE scheme that owns 25% of Multichoice South Africa, the South African operations
of the JSE listed Multichoice Group. Phuthuma Nathi carries no debt and any dividend received from Multichoice
South Africa is passed onto its shareholders (after deducting its nominal operating costs).
We estimate that the fair value of Multichoice South Africa is a little above R62bn, putting the net asset value of
Phuthuma Nathi just short of R16bn, or approximately R230 a share. The current market cap of Phuthuma Nathi
is approximately R9bn. While this is a considerable premium to the current Phuthuma Nathi share price of
around R135.00, Phuthuma Nathi is a an ever green BEE scheme and hence the discount will not necessarily
close out in the future (i.e. there is no scheme maturity date).
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However, because of the lack of debt in Phuthuma Nathi, and the discount that it trades at relative to its
underlying holdings, it carries a very attractive dividend yield (over 16% at current prices). Hence investors earn
an attractive yield, while at the same time gaining exposure to a stable and quality business over time.

*Note that the information provided above is for general information purposes only and is not intended to be nor does it constitute advice,
nor does the Company warrant any information provided. The information disclosed is not a forecast and TIP One does not make any
claims or warranties about its future returns, or that of the investments discussed.
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GENERAL INFORMATION______________________________________________
COUNTRY OF INCORPORATION AND DOMICILE

Republic of South Africa

REGISTRATION NUMBER

2017/458073/06

REGISTRATION DATE

12 October 2017

NATURE OF BUSINESS AND PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

A BEE investment company that focuses on
long-term capital growth through building a
diversified portfolio of investments into BEE
Schemes which are in turn invested into
listed companies or components of listed
companies, or directly into listed companies
or companies whose shares trade on OTC
platforms that provide price discovery and
appropriate disclosures.

DIRECTORS

Kagisho Augustine Mahura
(Appointed 13 February 2018)
Hopolang Leeto Ntoi
(Appointed 3 September 2019)
Ntombomzi Ngada
(Appointed 2 September 2019)
Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele
(Appointed 13 September 2021)
Duane Allan D’Oliveira
(Appointed 25 February 2021)
Geoffrey Graham Blount
(Appointed 12 October 2017)
Lemao Arthur Archibald Ditodi
(Appointed 7 August 2019)

REGISTERED OFFICE

2nd Floor, 11 Kramer Road
Kramerville, Sandton
2090
South Africa

POSTAL ADDRESS

Same as physical

BANKERS

Investec Bank Limited

COMPANY SECRETARY

CIS Company Secretaries (Pty) Ltd
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
Johannesburg
2196

AUDITORS

SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant
Thornton Inc
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TIP One Board of Directors
Duane Allen D’Oliveira (Chief Executive Officer) (41) (Appointed February 2021)
B.Com (UCT), ACCA, Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst
Mr D’Oliveira is an investment professional, currently representing Baphalane Ba Mantserre
Investment Holdings (“BBMIH”) on the Board and the Company’s Investment Committee.
He has extensive investment experience, having worked in the commercial finance department of
British Sky Broadcasting in the United Kingdom, and in back and middle operations in the hedge fund
industry in South Africa and Dubai. He has experience in the turnaround of an entity in the property
development and construction sector. The assignment ultimately led to the successful completion of
the sale of the business to a Britain-based boutique private equity firm.
He has a diverse range of skills which include deal origination, strategy formulation and
implementation, deal transaction advisory along with local and global professional networks.
Geoffrey Graham Blount (Chief Investment Officer) (50) (Appointed October 2017)
B.Com Honours (Corporate and Investment Finance) (WITS), CFA
After completing a BCom (Hons) in Corporate and Investment Finance at the University of the
Witwatersrand (“Wits”), Mr Blount lectured corporate finance at Wits.
Mr Blount later joined Société Générale Frankel Pollak (later to become Sasfin Securities), initially as
an equity dealer and was later appointed as a private-client portfolio manager.
Mr Blount subsequently moved to BoE Private Bank where he was appointed as a portfolio manager
before joining the Investment Solutions’ team (Alexander Forbes Investments), where he headed up
the manager research team. Over the next 10 years, while the firm grew assets under management
from R4 billion to R180 billion, Mr Blount extensively reviewed all of the institutional asset managers
in South Africa, as well as many managers in the United Kingdom and the United States, conducting
over 2 000 face-to-face manager reviews and due diligences. Mr Blount joined Cannon Asset Managers
as chief executive officer in 2008 and was subsequently appointed as the managing director of BayHill
Capital from 2016 to 2018. From 2018, Mr Blount was integral in building TIP One, and was its first
CEO after TIP One listed. Mr Blount moved to the role of chief investment officer at TIP One in July
2021.
Lemao Arthur Archibald Ditodi (Chief Financial Officer) (40) (Appointed August 2019)
B.Compt (Honours) CTA, CA(SA)
Prior to joining TIP One as financial director, Mr Ditodi gained extensive experience in Financial
Services, Management Consulting, B-BBEE and Tax Advisory. He served his training contract at KPMG
Pretoria, then joined tax management services as a Senior Tax Consultant.
He was then appointed as a Senior Consultant at the Black Lite Group where he led ownership reviews
on clients, engaging with the Department of Trade and Industry (“DTI”) on policy review and
partnering with University of South Africa (UNISA) and the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA) for reviews of the state of B-BBEE and ownership in the country at that point. He
was instrumental in gaining DTI tax allowances for strategic investments in manufacturing assets in
renewable energy.
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He then joined First National Bank Business Credit as Finance Manager, and then moved to First
National Bank Strategic Projects.
He left the bank to pursue various entrepreneurial ventures including forming an investment Company
(Kgabo Namela Investment Holdings) and the management of family businesses (with interests in
tourism and accommodation).
Kagisho Augustine Mahura (Independent Non-Executive Director) (48) (Appointed February 2018)
B.Bus.Sc, Master of Business Administration
Mr Mahura has worked in the investment and financial services industry since 1996 at an operational,
management and executive level. He has worked at Old Mutual Unit Trusts and Coronation Fund
Managers and served at executive management level in both companies.
Mr Mahura co-founded Gradidge-Mahura Investments Proprietary Limited, a successful wealth
planning and advisory business, in 2008.
In 2015, he was elected chairperson of the Gauteng Regional Committee of the Financial Planning
Institution. He has also served on the board of Catalyst Fund Managers, a leading South African asset
management business.
Hopolang Leeto Ntoi (Lead Independent Non-Executive Director) (40) (Appointed September 2019)
BSc (Eng), MSc (Eng), Master of Business Administration
Mr Ntoi is Chief Executive Officer of Nala Growth Proprietary Limited, a boutique private equity,
investment management and transaction advisory outfit established in April 2018.
Mr Ntoi has vast experience in project development, project finance, deal origination, commercial due
diligence, financial modelling, deal structuring and re-structuring, and post-investment/portfolio
management, all gained during an 8-year period working for the Industrial Development Corporation
(IDC). During this period, he participated in over 80 transactions (in a significant number of which he
was Transaction Lead), maintained a 100% credit committee approval rate, and was awarded Best
Dealmaker in 2015 and 2016 at the IDC.
Ntombomzi Ngada (Independent Non-Executive Director) (32) (Appointed September 2019)
Baccalaureus Legum (LLB)
Ms Ngada was admitted as an Attorney of the High Court of South Africa in the Western Cape High
Court. Ms Ngada subsequently specialised in commercial transactions at CHSM Attorneys, a
commercial law firm based in Sandton, before opening her own commercial law firm, Ngada
Attorneys.
Ms Ngada also serves as a leader in the Black Management Forum and the National Association of
Democratic Lawyers.
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Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele (Independent Non-Executive Director) (37)
(Appointed September 2021)
CA(SA), M.Com (International Tax)
Ms Mokgele is currently a Senior Lecturer in Taxation at the University of South Africa (UNISA), having
previously served as an audit manager at PWC in Sunninghill.
Ms Mokgele’s served clients across various sectors, including Financial Services, Property Funds,
Insurance, Retirement Funds, Asset Management and Healthcare.
Ms Mokgele serves as the chairperson of the finance committee of the National Library of South Africa
and as a member of Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) South Africa Advisory Group. Previously she
served as Non-Executive Director at RH 12J Limited, along with serving as a member of SAICA’s Medical
Schemes project group and PWC Staff Provident Fund.
Other Directorships held by members of the Board
Duane D’Oliveira
United Royal Kingship Holding (URKH), Alpha Cube Capital
Geoffrey Blount
SACVIA (Pty) Ltd, Trackvia (Pty) Ltd, Kjeldsholm Invest South Africa (Pty) Ltd, Nala Private Equity (Pty)
Ltd.
Lemao Ditodi
Kgabo Business Advisory, Kgabo Namela Investment Holdings, Thabiso Guesthouse CC, Redhouse
Students CC, YY Consortium SPV (Pty) Ltd, GPN (Pty) Ltd, Levpun (Pty) Ltd.
Kagisho Mahura
Gradidridge Mahura Investments (Pty) Ltd, , Webster United One (Pty) Ltd, Vantrude Farming (Pty)
Ltd, EM-Three Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd
Hopolang Ntoi
Nala Growth (Pty) Ltd, Nala Private Equity (Pty) Ltd, Ntlo Ntle Projects (Pty) Ltd, Echelon Equity (Pty)
Ltd.
Ntombomzi Ngada
Notyesi Ngada Attorneys Inc, En Volant (Pty) Ltd, NKL Community Projects NPO.
Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele
Hlumafuthi Consulting (Pty) Ltd
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King Report on Corporate Governance
Compliance statement
The Board applied the principles set out in the King IV Report on Corporate Governance and has
established a board of directors (“Board”) with a balance of skills, knowledge, and independence to
provide guidance and leadership to TIP One. The Board has also worked to apply the applicable
provisions of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.
The primary focus for the year was to establish the sub-committees, review and approve the
respective terms of reference for the various sub-committees. The board had also committed to
appoint a suitably qualified individual to serve on the audit and risk sub-committee along with the
board of directors, which was performed towards the end of the financial year.
Role and responsibilities of the Board of Directors
The role of the Board and its subcommittees is to provide ethical leadership in order to deliver long
term value to shareholders and other stakeholders.
Key focus areas of the Board during the reporting period included the following:








The board reviewed the compliance with the listing framework and the annual workflow plan
at the board meetings held during the year
Feedback was provided to the board of directors on the review performed on the investment
pipeline in the Investment Committee meetings
The board assessed the impact of the COVID 19 outbreak, along with the response with
regards to the ongoing capital raise and revising the operational framework
The transaction with Baphalane Ba Mantserre Investment Holdings (“BBMIH”) was reviewed
and approving by the board of directors, there-after subsequently approved by the
shareholders
Marketing and retail distribution of TIP One was also assessed throughout the year
The financial performance and reports were presented for review and approval at the board
meetings. The budgets were also reviewed for approval.
The board also developed the annual workflow plan along with TIP One’s operational and
governance framework.

Term – Executive Directors
The Chief Investment Officer and Chief Financial Officer are both contracted to TIP One for a minimum
of 2 years, with the aim and objective of promoting and growing TIP One, managing relationships with
the exchange on which TIP One is listed, stakeholders, and service providers. The notice period for
both executive directors is a calendar months’ notice, with both executives being accountable to the
Board and the Board being accountable to shareholders.
The Chief Executive Officer has been seconded to TIP One from BBMIH for a minimum of 6 months,
with his cost currently being carried by BBMIH. The duration, terms and conditions of the secondment
will be reviewed after December 2021.
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Term – Non-Executive Directors
The Non-Executive Directors are contracted with TIP One for a minimum of 12-months but can serve
for a term up to 3 years. At the end of end the 3-year term, the Non-Executive directors are eligible
for re-election.
Evaluation – Board of Directors
The King IV Report on Corporate Governance provides guidelines around the independence and
effectiveness of the Board. The Board should comprise a balance between executive and nonexecutive directors, the majority of whom should be independent.
TIP One saw several changes being made to the Board for the year under review. Following the passing
of the former TIP One chairperson, Kagisho Mahura (an existing independent non-executive director)
was appointed as the chairperson of the Board in February 2021.
Duane D’Oliveira, was also appointed to the Board in February 2021, representing BBMIH. Duane was
initially appointed as a non-executive director, but following changes to the TIP One executive
committee, the revised roles are listed below:
-

Geoffrey Blount (former CEO, now appointed as Chief Investment Officer, primarily sourcing
transactions, deals and investments for TIP One),
Duane D’Oliveira (appointed as interim CEO, with a primary focus on capital raising and retail
strategy for TIP One),
Lemao Ditodi (Chief Financial Officer, but with additional focus to also include Chief Operating
Officer responsibilities and additional focus on monitoring governance compliance of TIP
One).

The Board aims to achieve a balance of skills, representation, and independence within the Board. TIP
One is assessing the prospect of compensating the independent non-executive directors, subject to
the receipt of shareholder approval, either partly or fully in TIP One shares. The Board, after due
consideration is satisfied that the independence of the directors will not be impacted should they be
compensated either partly or fully in TIP One shares.
Technology and information
TIP One has technology operating procedures in place, which include the establishment of a Company
server and backup storage facility for TIP One information. The executive directors have remote access
to the server, which enabled them to operate remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic. No major
incidents were reported this year in this regard.
TIP One performs a combination of in-house functions (e.g., financial reporting, payroll management)
but also makes use of service providers for outsourcing services (e.g., validation and secretarial
services). Service level agreements are currently in place to provide guidance around the technology
and information governance services rendered by 3rd parties. These are reviewed and monitored on
an ongoing basis.
Investment Committee
The Investment Committee is a sub-committee of the board. The board has delegated its authority
to review and approve potential transactions by TIP One to the Investment Committee, subject to
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the financing of the transaction not requiring a change to the capital structure of TIP One. Should a
change be required to the capital structure be required, the change would then have to be approved
by the board and shareholders were required.
The Investment Committee comprised two of the independent non-executive directors, along with
key service providers (RAC Advisory, African Financial Group) and BBMIH as key shareholder.
The Investment Committee was constituted in line with terms of reference, reviewed and approved
the transactions in line with its mandate.
Remuneration and Nomination Committee
The Remuneration and Nomination Committee was formed to review the remuneration of directors
along with the process of electing and nominating members to the board of directors. The members
of the Remuneration and Nomination Committee are Independent Non-Executive Directors. The
Executive Committee can attend the meetings by invitation.
The Remuneration and Nomination Committee met on the 3rd of June to appoint a chairperson for the
committee and approve the terms of reference for the committee. The remuneration policy was also
reviewed, and preparations were made for the interviews of the additional Board member. The
interviews were conducted on the 14th of June 2021, with the committee presenting its analysis and
making its recommendation to the audit and risk committee on the 17th of June 2021.
The Remuneration and Nomination Committee has therefore fulfilled its responsibilities for the year
under review.
Transformation, Social and Ethics Committee
The Transformation, Social and Ethics Committee oversees and reports on the Company’s responsible
corporate citizenship and transformation initiatives. The meeting was held on the 3rd of June to
approve the terms of reference, elect the chairperson and the members of the committee.
The activities of the committee will commence in line with the growth of the company.
Access to professional services
TIP One has appointed Questco Corporate Advisory Proprietary Limited (“Questco”) as the appointed
advisors and CIS Company Secretaries Proprietary Limited (“CIS”) as the company secretary in
accordance with the ZAR X Listings Requirements.
Company Secretarial Function
The Company Secretarial function is performed by CIS Company Secretaries, represented by Owen
Chimkolenji.
Key areas of focus for the future
The primary focus of the TIP One board of directors is to review TIP One’s listing on an exchange, along
with the capital raise. The compliance with the requirements of King IV, listing requirements and the
Companies Act of 2008 will continue to be monitored and reviewed by the board of directors.
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Summary of meetings attended:
Board of Directors
Kagisho Mahura
Hopolang Ntoi
Ntombomzi Ngada
Geoff Blount
Lemao Ditodi
Duane D'Oliveira

Independent Non-Executive
Independent Non-Executive
Independent Non-Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive

Chairperson
Member
Member
By invitation
By invitation
By invitation

29.09.2020





n/a

Investment Committee
Hopolang Ntoi
Kagisho Mahura
Geoff Blount
Lemao Ditodi
Duane D'Oliveira

25.02.2021







10.06.2021







26.01.2021

10.06.2021

Independent Non-Executive
Independent Non-Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member

Audit and Risk Meetings
Kagisho Mahura
Independent Non-Executive
Hopolang Ntoi
Independent Non-Executive
Ntombomzi Ngada
Independent Non-Executive
Geoff Blount
Executive
Lemao Ditodi
Executive
Duane D'Oliveira
Executive

Member
Member
Member
By invitation
By invitation
By invitation

25.02.2021







17.06.2021







Chairperson
Member
Member
By invitation
By invitation
By invitation

03.06.2021







14.06.2021







Remuneration & Nomination
Hopolang Ntoi
Independent Non-Executive
Kagisho Mahura
Independent Non-Executive
Ntombomzi Ngada
Independent Non-Executive
Geoff Blount
Executive
Lemao Ditodi
Executive
Duane D'Oliveira
Executive
Social & Ethics
Kagisho Mahura
Hopolang Ntoi
Ntombomzi Ngada
Geoff Blount
Lemao Ditodi
Duane D'Oliveira

Attended meeting

Independent Non-Executive
Independent Non-Executive
Independent Non-Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
x Meeting not attended

Member
Member
Chairperson
By invitation
By invitation
By invitation





●

03.06.2021







n/a Not a member at the time

● Attended as a shareholder representative
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PUBLISHED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DIRECTORS REPORT
Review of activities
Main business and operations
The principal activity of Transformational Investment Portfolio One Limited (“TIP One” or “the
Company”) is to build a portfolio of assets by investing into listed companies through their Broad
Based Black Economic Empowerment (“B-BBEE”) schemes. There were no major changes to the
Company’s business strategy during the financial year.
The operating results and statement of financial position of the Company are fully set out in the
attached annual financial statements and do not in our opinion require any further comment.
Authorised Share Capital
The Company is listed on the stock exchange operated by ZAR X Proprietary Limited (“ZAR X”) on 13
November 2019 with an authorised share capital of 10 000 000 000 ordinary shares.
Dividends
No dividends were declared or paid for the period.
Compliance with B-BBEE Amendment Act, Act 46 of 2013
TIP One’s revenue is less than R 10 000 000, thereby qualifying for an Exempt Micro Enterprise (“EME”)
black ownership score as defined in the paragraph 4.1 of the B-BBEE Amendment Act. TIP One’s target
for black ownership in terms of the design of the trading rules is to be more than 56% black owned.
The black ownership for TIP One is currently 89.56%, with black female ownership at 49.06% and black
youth at 35.25%, thereby resulting in a Level 2 score for B-BBEE. TIP One’s target for the Board of
Directors (the “Board”) is to be majority black (i.e., more than 51%). TIP One’s current Board is
representative of this target, with 6 of the 7 directors being black (representing 85.71%) and 2 of the
7 directors being black female (representing 28.57%).
Directors
The current directors of TIP One are listed below:








Duane Allan D’Oliveira (Chief Executive Officer) (41)
Geoffrey Graham Blount (Chief Investment Officer) (50)
Lemao Arthur Archibald Ditodi (Chief Financial Officer) (40)
Kagisho Augustine Mahura (Independent Non-Executive Director) (48)
Hopolang Leeto Ntoi (Lead Independent Non-Executive Director) (40)
Ntombomzi Ngada (Independent Non-Executive Director) (32)
Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele (Independent Non-Executive Director) (37)

Company Secretarial Function
The Company Secretarial function is performed by CIS Company Secretaries.
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DIRECTORS REPORT (CONTINUED)
Impact of COVID-19
COVID-19 has created a challenging investment environment, following the country going into
adjusted Level 3 lockdown in December 2020 and July 2021 along with the restrictions throughout the
year. Management is working to respond positively to the crisis, including adopting remote working
and responding to the calls for vaccinations. TIP One is also noting an improvement in the investment
climate, with more potential investors being willing to engage TIP One.
Events after reporting date
Listed Portfolio
The value of the listed shares that existed at year end increased to R715 735 at approval date of the
financial statements on 30 September 2021.
From 8 July until 25 August 2021, TIP One acquired 8 020 shares in Phuthuma Nathi on the open
market. The value of the investment at approval date was R127 per share, thereby resulting in a total
value of R1 018 540. Phuthuma Nathi declared a dividend of R22 for every share held by 25 August
2021.
TIP One through its wholly owned special purpose vehicle YY Consortium SPV established in July 2021,
purchased 10 990 shares in Vodacom Yebo Yethu from 31 August to 10 September 2021. At approval
date of the annual financial statements, the value of the shares was R46 per share, thereby resulting
in a total value of R505 540.
Suspension of ZAR X exchange licence
On 23 August 2021, TIP One Management and Board were informed of the suspension of ZAR X listing
license. Management is currently reviewing the situation and exploring options in response to the
suspension.
Changes to the Audit Committee
At the Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on 29 September 2021, Kagisho Mahura resigned from
the committee and Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele, who was appointed to the Board on 13 September
2021 was appointed to the Audit and Risk Committee, and also appointed as the chairperson of the
Audit and Risk Committee.
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DIRECTORS REPORT (CONTINUED)
Going concern assessment
The Board is not aware of any matter or circumstance arising since the reporting date, to the date of
this report, that could have a material effect on the financial position of the Company and the Board
of Directors have assessed TIP One to be a going concern as it is financially stable and has sufficient
liquidity to meet its current obligations and is confident that, for the foreseeable future, it will be
able to meet its obligations.
We draw attention of the users of the annual financial statements to the fact that The Financial Sector
Conduct Authority (FSCA) suspended the exchange licence of ZAR X PTY LTD (ZAR X) in terms of section
60(1) of the Financial Markets Act (FMA), effective from 16:00 on Friday 20 August 2021. The
suspension resulted from ZAR X’s non-compliance with section 8(1)(a) of the FMA, read with
Regulation 8 and 43(2) of the FMA Regulations, which relate to the liquidity and capital adequacy
requirements of an exchange. ZAR X cannot accept new trades or facilitate the listing of companies on
its platform from the suspension date and time thereby limiting TIP One’s ability to conduct its
business. The FSCA intends to proceed, three months after the date of suspension with the
cancellation of ZAR X’s exchange licence should ZAR X fail to rectify its non-compliance with the capital
adequacy requirements.
In response, the Board of TIP One is conducting ongoing engagements with the management of ZAR
X to assess its viability as a stock exchange. TIP One is also exploring other options as mechanisms to
facilitate liquidity of TIP One, including either a secondary listing of preference shares or similar debt
instrument, along with moving TIP One’s primary listing to an alternative exchange.
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AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE REPORT
The Audit Committee currently consists of the following non-executive directors:




Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele
Ntombomzi Ngada
Hopolang Leeto Ntoi

Responsibilities, Composition and Functions of The Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee is a sub-committee of the Board, whose primary responsibilities are
listed below:
-

Review the accounting and internal control environment for the Company,
Review the financial statements and processes around the preparation of the financial
statements,
Monitor compliance with Companies Act, King Report on Corporate Governance and ZAR X
Listing requirements,
Monitor and review the performance of the Chief Financial Officer, and
Review the work performed and appointment of the external auditor

The Committee carried out its functions through attendance at Audit and Risk Committee meetings
and discussions with executive management and external advisors where appropriate.
The Audit and Risk Committee met in February and June 2021. The 3 Independent Non-Executive
Directors currently serve as the members of the Audit and Risk Committee. However, given the nature
of the portfolio and the current skillset in the Board of Directors, the Committee deemed it
appropriate to conduct a search, thereafter, appoint a candidate with the requisite knowledge and
skills to serve as an additional member of the Board and in the Audit and Risk Committee, with the
view to share the Committee.
Interviews were held with prospective candidates on the 14 of June 2021 by the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee, which then made its recommendation to the Audit and Risk Committee,
along with the Board.
At the Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on 29 September 2021, Kagisho Mahura resigned from
the committee and Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele, who was appointed to the Board on 13 September
2021 was appointed to the Audit and Risk Committee, and also appointed as the chairperson of the
Audit and Risk Committee.
Internal control
We monitored the effectiveness of TIP One’s internal controls through interactions with key
management. Due to the size of TIP One, the entity does not have an internal audit services provider,
the committee is satisfied that this will not result in material breakdown of internal controls. As the
entity’s client base increases the Board will make plans to have an internal audit services provider to
assist in discharging its duties.
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AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE REPORT (CONTINUED)
No findings have come to the attention of the Committee to indicate that any material breakdown in
internal controls have occurred during the financial year under review. The Committee is of the
opinion that the internal accounting controls are adequate enough to ensure that the financial records
may be relied upon for preparing the financial statements, that accountability for assets and liabilities
is maintained and that this is based on sound accounting policies, supported by reasonable and
prudent judgements and estimates. The Committee is further of the opinion that the internal controls
of TIP One have been effective in all material respects throughout the year under review.
This opinion is based on the information and explanations given by management regarding various
processes and initiatives aimed at improving the internal control environment and the integrity of
information.
External Auditors
As a Committee, we recognise the importance of maintaining the independence of TIP One’s
Independent Auditors, both in fact and appearance. Each year, the Committee evaluates the
qualifications, performance, and independence of TIP One’s Independent Auditors and determines
whether to re-engage the current Independent Auditors. In doing so, the Audit and Risk Committee
considers the quality and efficiency of the services provided by the auditors, the auditors’ capabilities,
technical expertise and knowledge of TIP One’s operations and industry.
The external auditors did not perform any non-audit services for TIP One during the 2021 financial
year end. SNG Grant Thornton have been auditing the entity for 3 years and have remained in office
for the 2021 financial year.
The Committee, in consultation with executive management, agreed to the engagement letter, terms,
audit plan and audit fees for the financial year ended 30 June 2021.
Expertise and experience of finance
We have considered and satisfied ourselves of the overall appropriateness of the expertise and
adequacy of resources of TIP One’s finance function and experience of the senior members of
management responsible for the financial function.
The Audit and Risk Committee has fulfilled its responsibilities for the year under review.
Going concern
The Committee concurs that the adoption of the going concern assumption in the preparation of the
financial statements is appropriate and sound. This is after the Committee reviewed a documented
assessment by management of the going concern premise of TIP One.
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AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE REPORT (CONTINUED)
Conclusion
Having considered, analysed, reviewed, and debated information provided by management, the
Committee confirmed that:







The internal controls of the entity were effective in all material aspects throughout the year
under review;
These controls ensured that TIP One’s assets had been safeguarded;
Proper accounting records had been maintained;
Resources had been utilised efficiently; and
The skills, independence, reporting and overall performance of the external auditors were
acceptable.

Following our review of the financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2021, we are of the
opinion that they comply with the relevant provisions of the Company’s Act 71 of 2008, as amended,
and of International Financial Reporting Standards “IFRS” and that they present fairly the results of
the operations, cash flow and financial position of TIP One.

Hopolang Leeto Ntoi
Independent Non-Executive Director
Audit and Risk Committee
30 September 2021
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES AND APPROVAL STATEMENT
The directors are required by the Companies Act of South Africa, 2008 (Act 71 of 2008), as amended to maintain
adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content and integrity of the financial statements and
related financial information included in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the financial
statements fairly present the statement of financial position, results of operations and business of the Company,
and explain the transactions and state of affairs of the business of the Company at the reporting date.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
and are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied throughout the Company and
supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.
The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control
established by the Company and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment.
To enable the directors to meet these responsibilities, the Board sets standards for internal control aimed at
reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost-effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of
responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation
of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These controls are monitored throughout the Company and all
employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the Company's business is
conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach.
The focus of risk management in the Company is on identifying, assessing, managing, and monitoring all known
forms of risk across the Company. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the Company endeavours to
minimise it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems, and ethical behaviour are applied and
managed within predetermined procedures and constraints.
The Board is of the opinion, that the system of internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial
records may be relied on for the preparation of the financial statements. However, any system of internal
financial control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or
loss.
The directors have reviewed the Company's cash flow forecast for the next 12 months from date of approval of
the financial statements and, in the light of this review and the current financial position, they are satisfied that
the Company has, or has access to, adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable
future.
The external auditors are responsible for reporting whether the annual financial statements are fairly presented
in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. The annual financial statements have been
examined by the Company's external auditors and their report is presented on pages 32 to 34.
The annual financial statements set out on pages 35 to 62 which have been prepared on the going concern basis,
were approved by the Board on 30 September 2021.

Kagisho Augustine Mahura

Duane Allan D’Oliveira

Chair of Board

Chief Executive Officer

Lemao Arthur Archibald Ditodi

Geoffrey Graham Blount

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Investment Officer
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DECLARATION BY COMPANY SECRETARY

In our capacity as Company Secretary we declare, in terms of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, that for
the year ended 30 June 2021 the Company has lodged with the Companies and Intellectual Property
Commission all such returns as are required by a public Company in terms of the Act, and that all such
returns are true, correct and up to date.

CIS Company Secretaries Proprietary Limited
Company Secretary
30 September 2021
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Shareholders of Transformation Investment Portfolio One Limited
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Transformation Investment Portfolio One Limited (“TIP One”) set
out on pages 35 to 62, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2021, and the statement
of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, the statement of changes in equity and the statement of cash
flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant
accounting policies.
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
Transformation Investment Portfolio One Limited as at 30 June 2021, and its financial performance and cash
flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the
requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial
Statements section of our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the Independent
Regulatory Board for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other
independence requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in South Africa. We have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical
requirements applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the
corresponding sections of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ International Code of Ethics
for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards). We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Material uncertainty relating to going concern
We draw attention to Note 23 of the financial statements which indicates that The Financial Sector Conduct
Authority (FSCA) suspended the exchange licence of ZAR X PTY LTD (ZAR X) in terms of section 60(1) of the
Financial Markets Act (FMA), effective from 16:00 on Friday 20 August 2021. The suspension resulted from ZAR
X’s non-compliance with section 8(1)(a) of the FMA, read with Regulation 8 and 43(2) of the FMA Regulations,
which relate to the liquidity and capital adequacy requirements of an exchange. As explained in Note 23 ZAR X
cannot accept new trades or facilitate the listing of companies on its platform from the suspension date and
time thereby limiting TIP One’s ability to conduct its business. The FSCA intends to proceed, three months after
the date of suspension, with the cancellation of ZAR X’s exchange licence should ZAR X fail to rectify its noncompliance with the capital adequacy requirements. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit
of the financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of
the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate
opinion on these matters. Other than the matter described under the material uncertainty relating to going
concern paragraph, we have not identified any other key audit matters.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT (CONTINUED)
Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information
included in the document titled “Transformational Investment Portfolio One Limited Financial Statements for
the year ended 30 June 2021”, which includes the Directors’ Report and the Company Secretary’s Certification
as required by the Companies Act of South Africa and the supplementary information as set out on page 43. The
other information does not include the financial statements and our auditor’s reports thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit
opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and,
in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements, or
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we
have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required
to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of the directors for the financial statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa,
and for such internal control as the directors determine as necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations,
or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from
fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional
scepticism throughout the audit. We also:






Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error,
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from
fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
company’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the directors.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT (CONTINUED)






Conclude on the appropriateness of the director’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on
the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may
cause the company to cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures,
and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.
Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entity or business
activities to express an opinion on financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and
performance of the audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our
audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance
in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We
describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the
matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in
our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public
interest benefits of such communication.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
In terms of the IRBA Rule published in Government Gazette Number 39475 dated 4 December 2015, we report
that SNG Grant Thornton Inc has been the auditor of Transformation Investment Portfolio One Limited for 3
years.
_________________________________
Patience Bhebhe
SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant Thornton Inc.
Director
Registered Auditor
25 October 2021
20 Morris Street East
Woodmead
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Figures in South African Rands
Non-current assets
Investments
Total non-current assets
Current assets
Other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Issued share capital
Accumulated loss
Mark to market reserve
Day One Gain Reserves
Total equity
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Loan from shareholder
Deferred tax liability
Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Loan from related party
Trade and other payables
Unallocated deposits
Total current liabilities
Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities
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June 2021

15 months
June 2020

Notes
3

531 868
531 868

-

4
5

303 730
3 150 228
3 453 958
3 985 826

4 411
157 981
162 392
162 392

6

7 323 814
(4 163 132)
24 373
862
3 185 917

2 323 814
(2 343 050)
1 594
(17 642)

7
8

9 038
7 847
16 885

8 306
8 306

9
10

261 412
520 352
1 260
783 024
799 909
3 985 826

170 468
1 260
171 728
180 034
162 392

7
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STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

June 2021

15 months
June 2020

Figures in South African Rands

Notes

Other income
Administrative expenses
Other operating expenses
Loss from operating activities

11
12
13
14

2 803
(405 168)
(1 433 569)
(1 835 934)

(428 997)
(1 917 615)
(2 346 612)

Finance income
Finance costs
Loss before tax
Income tax
Loss for the year
Other comprehensive income or loss
Items that may not be reclassified to profit or loss

15
16

27 264
(11 412)
(1 820 082)
(1 820 082)

4 411
(849)
(2 343 050)
(2 343 050)

32 220
(7 847)
(1 795 709)

(2 343 050)

Fair value movements on investments
Deferred Tax
Total comprehensive loss

8.1

3
8

Diluted losses per share are equal to earnings / losses per share because there are no dilutive
potential ordinary shares in issue.
Attributable to ordinary shareholders
Basic loss for the year
Number of shares in issue
Weighted average number of ordinary shares
Basic loss per share
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21
21
21

(1 820 082)
7 879 370
3 891 446
(0,47)
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(2 343 050)
2 323 814
1 339 133
(1,74)

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN
EQUITY
Figures in South African Rands
Changes in equity

Share
capital

Issue of shares — TIP One
Day One Gain recognised on
advance of AFG Loan
Amortisation of Day One Gain
Balance on 31 March 2019

Day One Gain
Reserve*

Mark to
market
reserve**

Accumulated
Loss

TotaI

100
-

3 138

-

-

100
3 138

100

(676)
2 462

-

-

(676)
2 562

Issue of shares - TIP One
Total comprehensive loss
Amortisation Day One Gain
Reserve
Balance at 30 June 2020

2 323 714
-

(868)

-

(2 343 050)
-

2 323 714
(2 343 050)
(868)

2 323 814

1 594

-

(2 343 050)

(17 642)

Issue of shares - TIP One
Loss for the year
Fair value adjustment FVOCI
Amortisation Day One Gain
Reserve
Balance at 30 June 2021

5 000 000

-

-

-

(732)

24 373
-

(1 820 082)
-

5 000 000
(1 820 082)
24 373
(732)

7 323 814

862

24 373

(4 163 132)

3 185 917

6
*Day one gain on a shareholder loan
** Reserve for fair value adjustments to Investments at FVOCI
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Figures in South African Rands
Cash flows used in operations
Loss for the year
Adjustments to reconcile loss
Adjustments for other income
Adjustments for finance income
Adjustments for finance costs
Adjustments for decrease in trade and other receivables
Adjustments for increase in trade and other payables
Total adjustments to reconcile loss

June 2021

June 2020

Note

11
15
16
10

(1 820 082)

(2 343 050)

(2 803)
(27 264)
11 412
(299 319)
349 884
31 910

(4 411)
849
170 468
166 906
(2 176 144)
(849)
(2 176 993)

Net cash flows used in operations
Interest received
Interest paid
Net cash flows used in operating activities

15
16

(1 788 172)
27 264
(1 760 908)

Net cash flows in investing activities
Acquisitions – Financial Assets Fair Value through Other
Comprehensive Income

3

(496 845)

-

(496 845)

-

5 000 000
250 000
5 250 000

2 324 974
2 324 974

2 992 247
157 981
3 150 228

147 981
10 000
157 981

Net cash flow from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuing shares
Loans received from shareholders
Loans received from related parties
Cash flows from financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES
1. General information
Transformational Investment Portfolio One Limited (“TIP One” or “the Company”) is an Investment
Holding Company which is building a portfolio by investing into listed companies through their
respective B-BBEE schemes.
The Company’s directors take full responsibility for the preparation of this report. The preparation of
the Company’s results was supervised by the Chief Financial Officer, Lemao Ditodi CA(SA).
The Company, which is listed on the ZAR X, is incorporated as an Investment Holding Company, and
domiciled in South Africa. The address of its registered office is 2nd Floor, 11 Kramer Road, Kramerville,
Sandton, 2090, South Africa.
1.1 Basis of preparation and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The Financial Statements of TIP One, for the year ended 30 June 2021, have been prepared on a going
concern basis in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), SAICA Financial
Reporting Guides as issued by the Accounting Practices Committee, the Financial Pronouncements as
issued by the Financial Reporting Standards Council as well as the requirements of the Companies Act, 71
of 2008 of South Africa and the listing requirements of ZAR X, a licensed stock exchange.
The accounting policies applied by the Company in the preparation of these Financial Statements are in
accordance with IFRS. The financial results have been prepared on the historical cost basis and incorporate
the principal accounting policies below. The Financial Statements are presented in South African rands and
rounded to the nearest Rand.
The preparation of Financial Statements in accordance with IFRS requires the use of certain critical
accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise judgement in the process of applying the
Company’s accounting policies.
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1.2 New standards, amendments and interpretation to existing standards that are relevant to the
entity
Standard /
Interpretation

Details of amendment

Effective Date

Definition of
material
(Amendment to
IAS 1 and IAS 8)

Disclosure of Accounting policies: The Amendments require companies
to disclose their material accounting policy information rather than
significant accounting policies, with additional guidance added to the
Standard, to explain how an entity can identify material accounting
policy information with examples of when accounting policy
information is likely to be material

Effective for
periods
beginning on or
after 1 January
2023

Classification of
liabilities as
Current or NonCurrent
(Amendment to
IAS 1)

The amendments aim to promote consistency in applying the
requirements by helping companies to determine whether the
statement of financial position, debt and other liabilities with an
uncertain settlement date should be classified as current (due or
potentially due to be settled within one year) or non-current.

Effective for
periods
beginning on or
after 1 January
2022

Annual
improvements to
IFRS Standards
2018 – 2020

Makes amendments to the following standards:

Effective for
periods
beginning on or
after 1 January
2022

IAS 8: Changes in
Accounting
Estimates

Definition of Accounting Estimates: The Amendments clarify how
companies should distinguish between changes in accounting policies
from changes in accounting estimates, by replacing definition of change
in accounting estimates with a new definition of accounting estimates.
Under the new definition, accounting estimates are “monetary
amounts in financial estimates that are subject to measurement
uncertainty”. The requirements for recognising the effect of the change
in accounting prospectively remain unchanged.

IFRS 9, the amendment clarifies which fees an entity includes when it
applies the 10 percent test in paragraph B3.3.6 of IFRS 9 in assessing
whether to de-recognise a financial liability. An entity only includes only
fees paid or received between the entity (the borrower) and the lender,
including fees paid or received by either the entity or the lender on the
other’s behalf.

Effective for
periods
beginning on or
after 1 January
2023

The Company has assessed the amendments and it is not expected that they will have a material
impact on the financial statements.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES
1.3 Financial instruments
Classification
The Company classifies financial assets and financial liabilities into the following categories on initial
recognition:




Financial Assets at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income (“FVOCI”)
Financial assets measured at amortised cost
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost

Classification for financial assets under IFRS 9 is dependent on the business model in which the financial
asset is managed and its contractual cash flows and therefore financial assets are not reclassified after their
initial recognition unless the Company changes its business model for managing the financial assets.
FVOCI
Financial Assets acquired by TIP One are held at FVOCI if it is an investment in an equity instrument within
the scope of IFRS 9, that is neither held for trading nor contingent consideration recognised in a business
combination to which IFRS 3 applies, and which TIP One has at initial recognition made an irrevocable
election to present subsequent changes in fair value in other comprehensive income.
Financial assets at amortised cost
A financial asset is measured at amortised cost if it meets both of the following conditions and is not
designated as at FVTPL:



It is held within a business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows;
and
Its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal
and interest on the principal amount outstanding.

Financial liabilities at amortised cost
The classification of financial liabilities measured at amortised cost is dependent on the financial liability
and is assessed on a case-by-case basis. Financial liabilities that have known cash flows at pre-determined
dates or are based on invoiced amounts from suppliers are classified as financial liabilities at amortised
cost.
Loans from related parties will also be measured as financial liabilities at amortised cost.
Initial recognition and measurement
The Company has made an irrevocable election at initial recognition to classify investments in ordinary
shares as financial assets at FVOCI. Financial assets designated upon initial recognition at fair value
through other comprehensive income are financial assets mandatorily required to be measured at fair
value.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES
TIP One’s investments strategy is to acquire assets and invest in the assets for the foreseeable future.
The investments are planned to be held either to maturity (given the funding provided or the lock in
periods usually associated with these investments). As such, with the long-term horizon of the
investments, the investments will be measured at fair value, with gains and losses on these
investments going through Other Comprehensive Income.
Financial instruments at amortised cost are initially measured at fair value including transaction costs that
are directly attributable to the financial instrument.
The Company performs an assessment of the objective of the business model in which a financial asset is
held at a portfolio level as this best reflects the way in which the financial asset is managed, and information
is provided to management. The information considered includes:





Management's strategy in generating returns from the financial asset in the form of interest,
dividends, capital growth or a combination of these
how the performance of the financial assets is evaluated and reported to the directors of the
Company
the risks associated with the financial assets and how the risks are managed and
the frequency, volume, and timing of sales of financial assets in prior periods, the reasons for
such sales and expectations about future sales activity.

Financial assets that are held for contractual cash flows that are solely payments of principal and
interest are carried at amortised cost.
For the purposes of this assessment, ‘principal’ is defined as the fair value of the financial asset on
initial recognition. ‘Interest’ is defined as consideration for the time value of money and for the credit
risk associated with the principal amount outstanding during a particular period and for other basic
lending risks and costs (e.g., liquidity risk and administrative costs), as well as a profit margin.
In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest, the
Company considers the contractual terms of the instrument which includes assessing whether the
financial asset contains a contractual term that could change the timing or amount of contractual cash
flows such that it would not meet this condition. In making this assessment the following are
considered by the Company:





contingent events that could change the amount or timing of cash flows
terms that may adjust the contractual rate, including variable-rate features
pre-payment, extension features or related penalties and
terms that limit the Company’s claim to cash flows from specified assets.

Day one gain/loss
In terms of paragraph 5.1.1 of IFRS 9, financial assets and liabilities shall be measured at initial
recognition at fair value plus/minus transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition or the
issue of the financial asset or liability.
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As such, should a financial asset be acquired or issued at a value either above or below the fair value,
a day one gain/loss shall be recognised in order to adjust the financial asset or liability to the fair value
of the financial asset or liability on date of acquisition or issue. Subsequently the day one gain/loss on
the financial liability is amortised using the effective interest method while the day one gain/loss on
the financial asset is recognised directly in profit or loss because the fair value of the instruments is
determined with reference to a quoted price.
Subsequent measurement
Financial assets at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income (“FVOCI”)
Fair value gains and losses are for financial assets classified as Fair Value through Other
Comprehensive Income are reflected in other comprehensive income.
Financial assets at amortised cost
Included in this category are cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables. These assets are
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. The amortised cost is
reduced by impairment losses. Interest income and impairment are recognised in profit or loss.
Trade and other payables
Trade and other payables are initially measured at transaction price, and subsequently measured at
amortised cost, using the effective interest method.
Derecognition
Any interest in transferred financial assets that qualify for derecognition that is created or retained by
the Company is recognised as a separate asset or liability in the statement of financial position. A
financial asset will be de-recognised only when the contractual right to the cash flows expires,
transfers the contractual right to receive cash flows from the financial asset, or retains the contractual
right to receive cash flows from the financial asset but assumes the contractual obligation to pay these
cash flows to one or more other entities, provided the entity has no obligation to pay these amounts
to the recipients unless it collects these contractual cash flows in terms of the original financial asset,
or the entity is prohibited from selling or pledging the original asset other than as security to the
eventual recipients for the obligation to pay them cash flows. On derecognition of a financial asset,
the difference between the carrying amount of the asset and the consideration received is recognised
in profit or loss. The Company de-recognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are
discharged, cancelled, or expire.
Offsetting
Financial assets and liabilities are offset, and the net amount presented in the statement of financial
position when, and only when, the Company currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the
recognised amounts and they intend either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and settle
the liability simultaneously.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Fair value determination
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly
transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value measurement is
based on the presumption that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place
either:
 In the principal market for the asset or liability, or
 In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.
The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants
would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming market participants act in their economic best
interest.
The Company uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which
sufficient data are available to measure fair value, maximising the use of relevant observable inputs
and minimising the use of unobservable inputs.
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in these interim results are
categorised within the fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest level input that
is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole:
Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.
Level 2 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement is directly or indirectly observable.
Level 3 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement is unobservable.
TIP One recognises transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy during the reporting period
during which the change has occurred.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are initially measured at transaction price, and are subsequently measured
at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method. Cash and cash equivalents comprise bank
balances.
Twelve month expected credit losses are calculated for cash and cash equivalents using the general
approach. Due to the short-term nature of cash and cash equivalents, the calculated ECL is then
discounted using the appropriate effective interest.
Derecognition of a financial liability
The Company derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged, cancelled,
or expire. The Company also derecognises a financial liability when its terms are modified, and the cash
flows of the modified liability are substantially different, in which case a new financial liability based on the
modified terms is recognised at fair value. On the derecognition of a financial liability, the difference
between the carrying amount of the liability and consideration received will be is recognised in profit or
loss.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES
1.4 Interest income
Interest income is calculated using the effective interest rate method by applying the effective interest
rate to the gross carrying amount of a financial asset.
1.5 Share Capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. No gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss on the purchase,
sale, issue, or cancellation of the Company’s own equity instruments. Consideration paid or received
shall be recognised directly in equity. Initial costs, directly attributable to the issue of new shares or
options are shown in equity as a deduction, from the proceeds.
1.6 Revenue
Interest income is addressed above in the accounting policy for financial instruments.
Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive payment has been established, which is
usually when the dividend is declared and TIP One has a right to receive the dividend declared.
1.7 Operating Expenses
Expenses are recognised on the accrual basis when the goods and / or services are delivered.
1.8 Leases
Short term lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term
when applying IFRS 16 recognition exemption. There is no difference between the amounts
recognised as an expense and the contractual payments. Refer to note 18 for details of the lease.
1.9 Significant estimates and judgements
In preparing these financial statements management has made judgements and estimates that affect
the application of the Company’s accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
income, and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates. Estimates and underlying
assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to estimates are recognised prospectively.
Fair value on shareholder loan - for more detail on the fair value refer to note 2.
Information about judgements made in applying the accounting policies that have the most significant
effects on the amounts recognised in the financial statements is included in the following notes in the
financial statements:


Fair value: refer to Note 2

1.10 Income Tax
Current Tax
Current tax is the amount of income taxes payable or recoverable in respect of the taxable profit or
taxable loss for the current period.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Current tax for the current and prior periods shall, to the extend unpaid, be recognised as a liability. If
the amount already paid in respect of current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those
periods, the excess shall be recognised as an asset.
Deferred Tax
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised where the carrying amount of an asset or liability in
the statement of financial position differs to its tax base, except for differences arising on:




the initial recognition of goodwill.
the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction which is not a business
combination and at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit;
and
investments in subsidiaries where the Company can control the timing of the reversal of the
difference, and it is probable that the difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

Recognition of deferred tax assets is restricted to those instances where it is probable that taxable
profit will be available against which the difference can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed
at each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax
benefit will be realised; such reductions are reversed when the probability of future taxable profits
improves. Unrecognised deferred tax assets are re-assessed at each reporting date and recognised to
the extent that it has become probable that future taxable profits will be available against which they
can be used.
The amount of the asset or liability is determined using tax rates that have been enacted or
substantially enacted by the end of the reporting period and are expected to apply when the deferred
tax liabilities / (assets) are settled / (recovered).
Deferred tax balances are not discounted. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset only if certain
criteria are met. The entity has not raised a deferred tax asset for the assessed loss, as at it was
uncertain when the entity will make future taxable income due to the impact of the Pandemic.
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The table below sets out the Company’s classification of each class of financial assets and liabilities,
and their fair values.
2. Financial assets and liabilities
Figures in South African FVTPL
Rands
June 2021

FVOCI

Amortised cost

Total

Fair value

Financial Assets
Trade and other receivables*
Investments
Cash and cash equivalents*
Financial Liabilities
Loan from shareholder**
Loan from related party*
Trade payables*

-

531 868
-

303 730
3 150 228

303 730
531 868
3 150 228

303 730
531 868
3 150 228

-

-

9 038
261 412
520 352

9 038
261 412
520 352

7 553
261 412
520 352

June 2020

Amortised cost

Financial Assets
Trade and other receivables*
4 411
Cash and cash equivalents*
157 981
Financial Liabilities
Loan from shareholder**
8 306
Trade payables*
170 468
*The carrying amount is a reasonable approximation of fair value.

Total

Fair value

4 411
157 981

4 411
157 981

8 306
170 468

8 306
170 468

**The fair value was determined using the discounted cash flow method, discounting cashflows at the
current prime rate of 7%. The fair value of the loan was calculated based on level 2 inputs.
3. Investments
Financial Assets – Fair Value Through Other Comprehensive Income
TIP One acquired 16 285 shares in MTN Zakhele Futhi at a net average price of R13.07 per share and
2 430 shares in Sasol SOLBE1 at a net average price of R115 per share. The summary of the cost and
fair value of the acquisitions is summarised in the table below:
Figures in South African Rands
MTN Zakhele Futhi
Sasol SOLBE1
Total

Cost
213 921
282 924
496 845

Day one gain
2 803
2 803

Movement
35 694
(3 474)
32 220
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Fair Value
252 418
279 450
531 868

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
4. Other receivables
Figures in South African Rands
Other receivables comprise:
Interest accrued on bank balances
EESE Nominee (Pty) Ltd
Afrifocus Securities
Total

June 2021

June 2020

300 000
3 730
303 730

4 411
4 411

June 2021
3 031 269
118 959
3 150 228

June 2020
125 899
32 082
157 981

5. Cash and cash equivalents
Figures in South African Rands
Call Deposit
Business Cheque Account
Total

The carrying amount of cash and cash equivalents approximates fair value due to its short-term
nature.
6. Share capital
Authorised share capital
10 000 000 000 ordinary shares
Issued share capital
7 879 370 issued shares at no par value issued at year end. In March 2021, TIP One issued 5 555 556
shares for a consideration of R5 000 000. Reconciliation of share movements for the year
summarised below:
Opening balance
Issued
Closing balance

June 2021
2 323 814
5 555 556
7 879 370

June 2020
100
2 323 714
2 323 814

Figures in South African Rands
Ordinary share capital

June 2021
7 323 814

June 2020
2 323 814

June 2021
9 038

June 2020
8 306

7. Loan from shareholder
Figures in South African Rands
Loan from shareholder
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Loan from African Financial Group
TIP One received a loan from one of the shareholders, African Financial Group. The difference between
the fair value on the initial recognition and the proceeds received was recognised as a nondistributable reserve on the interest free shareholder loan. In the calculation, the fair value of the loan
on day one, management has made the following assumptions:
-

Repayment period - 4 years.
Management has reviewed the cashflow projections and believes that the Company would be
able to repay the loan in 2022, being 4 years after issue.
The prime lending rate ("Prime”) was used as the interest rate to determine the finance cost
incurred. Management believes that Prime is an appropriate rate, taking into consideration
the going rate in the market for similar entities; and
The finance cost relating to the loan and the amortisation of the day 1 gain reserve is based
on the same pattern and amounts are amortised over the 4-year period, consequently the
effect in the profit or loss is nil.

The day one gain is recognised on the shareholder loan received from African Financial Group to
recognise this loan at fair value. The fair value adjustment to the day one gain on the fair value on
the loan received from African Financial Group is summarised below:
Figures in South African Rands
Day one gain – AFG loan

June 2021
862

June 2020
1 594

8. Deferred Tax
Deferred tax is provided based on the balance sheet method, recognising temporary differences
between the accounting and tax treatment on the fair value of investments in the entity’s portfolio.
The summary below serves as the basis for the deferred tax liability raised by TIP One
Figures in South African Rands
Deferred tax through other comprehensive income
Fair value on financial assets through other comprehensive income

Deferred tax
7 847

In terms of the definition in paragraph 5 of IAS 12, a deferred tax asset is defined as the amounts of
income taxes recoverable in future periods in respect of deductible taxable differences, the carry
forward of unused tax losses or the carry forward of unused tax credits.
In terms of paragraph 24 of IAS 12, a deferred tax asset shall be recognised for all deductible
temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against
which the deductible temporary difference can be utilised, unless a deferred tax asset arises from the
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and at the
time of the transaction affects neither accounting profit not taxable profit or loss.
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TIP One is currently incurring taxable losses, and as such needs to assess when in the foreseeable
future it will be able to generate taxable income, more especially generate sufficient taxable income
against which to utilise a deferred tax asset.
For this reason, TIP One has decided not to raise a deferred tax asset, until TIP One has started
generating taxable income, or a taxable income becomes highly probable for the foreseeable future.
8.1 Income Tax
In line with IAS 12, the estimated unutilised tax losses determined using the income approach method
for apportioning expenses, for which no deferred tax asset is recognised in the statement of financial
position are tabled below:
Figures in South African Rands
Unutilised tax losses

June 2021
1 118 173

June 2020
656 054

Like the deferred tax asset, these losses will be ringfenced for future use against potential taxable
income.
Major components of the tax expense
Figures in South African Rands
Current tax
Deferred tax

June 2021
-

June 2020
-

Reconciliation of tax
Reconciliation between tax expense and the product of accounting profit multiplied by the applicable
tax rate.
Figures in South
African Rands
Loss before tax
Deduction disallowed
Non-taxable income
Unrecognised
deferred tax asset

Amount
1 820 082
(172 459)
2 803
(1 650 426)
-

Tax rate

Tax

28%
28%
28%
28%

509,623
(48 288)
784
(462 119)

28%

-

9. Loan from related party
Figures in South African Rands
Loan from related party

June 2021
261 412

June 2020
-
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Loan from Hillary Blount
Hillary Blount, a relative to the Chief Investment Officer, Geoffrey Graham Blount, agreed to grant a
loan to TIP One to the amount of R 250 000. The loan agreement was approved by the Chief Financial
Officer on behalf of TIP One on the 28th of October 2020, and the proceeds of the loan were received
by TIP One on the 24th of November 2020.
The purpose of the loan was to enable TIP One to cover its operational costs, meet its working capital
requirements and pay its suppliers. The loan is unsecured and will rank pari passu with any other
unsecured creditors.
The loan attracts interest at the annualised interest rate of the repo rate plus 4%, for a period of 6
months, effective from the date that the loan is received by the lender.
The loan is repayable after a period of 12 months and the lender has the option to convert the loan
amount along with accrued interest into equity.
The reconciliation of the cash flows from this loan are summarised below:
Figures in South African Rands
Opening balance
Proceeds on loan received
Interest accrued (non-cash)
Closing balance

June 2021
250 000
11 412
261 412

June 2020
-

June 2021

June 2020

303 785
27 127
185 000
4 440
520 352

70 028
66 000
30 000
4 440
170 468

10. Trade and other payables
Figures in South African Rands
Trade and other payables comprise the following
Trade creditors
Accrued liabilities
Non-executive directors’ fees
Other payables
Total trade and other Payables

The movement in trade and other payables is summarised below:
Figures in South African Rands
Trade creditors
Accrued liabilities
Non-executive directors’ fees
Other payables
Total trade and other Payables

June 2021
303 785
27 127
185 000
4 440
520 352

June 2020
70 028
66 000
30 000
4 440
170 468
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Movement
233 758
(38 875)
155 000
349 884

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
11. Other income
Figures in South African Rands
Day one gain – MTN Zakhele Futhi
Total

June 2021
2 803
2 803

June 2020
-

June 2021
6 050
69 000
3 330
731
182 517
74 930
68 610
405 168

June 2020
6 050
148 810
1 430
135 985
80 947
55 775
428 997

June 2021
756 194
27 750
200 000
287 500
7 125
155 000
1 433 569

June 2020
1 081 000
187 203
9 003
25 000
140 000
118 633
230 000
30 000
90 964
2 536
3 276
1 917 615

12. Administrative expenses
Figures in South African Rands
Accounting Fees
Auditor’s remuneration – fees
Bank charges
Brokerage fees
Secretarial fees
Listing fees
Marketing and communication
Total administrative expenses
13. Other operating expenses
Figures in South African Rands
Consulting fees
Employee costs
Entertainment
Insurance
Lease rentals
Legal expenses
License fees – RAC Advisory
Management Fee
Non-Executive Directors
Printing and stationery
Website hosting
Travel – local
Total other expenses
14. Loss from operating activities
Figures in South African Rands
Loss for year includes the following
Auditors’ remuneration – fees

June 2021

June 2020

69 000

148 810

June 2021
27 264

June 2020
4 411

15. Finance income
Figures in South African Rands
Interest income on bank balance
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16. Finance cost
Figures in South African Rands
Interest – payroll taxes
Interest – loan from related party

June 2021
(11 412)

June 2020
(849)
-

17. Director’s remuneration
Director’s remuneration payable to the Non-Executive Directors for the year ended 30 June 2021:
Directors
Geoffrey Blount
Lemao Ditodi
Kagisho Mahura
Hopolang Ntoi
Ntombomzi Ngada
Total

Non-Executive
Fee
65 000
65 000
25 000
155 000

Basic
Remuneration
-

Total
Emoluments
65 000
65 000
25 000
155 000

The executive directors both have a shareholding in TIP One, with Geoffrey Blount owning 250 000
shares and Lemao Ditodi having a beneficial holding of 1 062 000 shares in TIP One through the Ditodi
Family Trust. The CEO, Duane D’Oliveira, represents the majority shareholding held by BBMIH. Duane
is part of the investment team for BBMIH and is not a shareholder in BBMIH. No remuneration was
payable to the directors resulting from these beneficial holdings. Please refer to the related party note
for more detail.
Director’s remuneration paid to Executive Directors and payable to the Non-Executive Directors for
the 15 months period ended June 2020:
Directors
Geoffrey Blount
Lemao Ditodi
Kagisho Mahura
Hopolang Ntoi
Ntombomzi Ngada
Total
18. Lease short term

Non-Executive
Fee
10 000
10 000
10 000
30 000

Basic
Remuneration
125 307
61 896
187 203

Total
Emoluments
125 307
61 896
10 000
10 000
10 000
217 203

IFRS 16 provides guidance on the treatment of short-term leases. African Financial Group entered into
a lease for the premises and subleased a portion of the rent for the premises to TIP One based on
headcount. The arrangement with TIP One had no fixed lease term and no significant cancelation
penalty and was on a month-to-month basis. As at year end there was no economic incentive to renew
the arrangement as management was able to work remotely. The monthly rental charged to TIP One
was R20 000 per month. The arrangement was terminated in April 2021.
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19. Related parties
Related parties are entities with the ability to govern or control the other party or to exercise
significant influence such party in making financial or operating decisions, or anyone that is part of the
key management personnel (including Directors) of the Company. Management considers the key
agreements, transactions and relationships between the Company and the other entities.
The Company discloses its relationships, along with entities or individuals who may be able exercise
ability to govern or significantly influence the operating decisions of the Company. Below is a list of
identified related parties, along with the transactions with the related parties. In addition, ZAR X
defines a related party in respect of an issuer to include an appointed advisor or any person that
beneficially owns at least over 10% of the total voting rights attached to all voting securities. Related
party transactions are conducted on an arms-length basis and any outstanding balances to or from
the Company are no more or less favourable than any other supplier or customer of a similar size.
Key service providers
TIP One currently has a total management fee of 1.35% of the assets under management. The
management fee is split between African Financial Group (the Promoter and shareholder), RAC
Advisory (Investment Advisory Firm) and Baphalane Ba Mantserre Investment Holdings (BBMIH). No
management fee was paid for the period, but an accrual was raised for management fees at year end.
Key Management
Duane D’Oliveira, Geoffrey Blount and Lemao Ditodi.
Non-executive directors
Hopolang Ntoi, Kagisho Mahura and Ntombomzi Ngada.
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Key Shareholders (owning at least 10% of the voting rights)
Shareholder name & percentage
BBMIH (70%)
Ditodi Trust (13%)
Geoffrey Blount (3.5%)
Beagle Investment (Pty) Ltd (3.5%)
BESTWEALTH LIMITED (3.5%)
Related party balances
Loan account from related parties
African Financial Group
Hillary Blount *
Other payables
Rent lease owing: African Financial Group
Other payables – Management fees
BBMIH
RAC Investment Holdings Pty Ltd
African Financial Group
Non – executive directors’ fees owing
Kagisho Mahura
Hopolang Ntoi
Ntombomzi Ngada
Transactions with related parties
Expenses incurred
Licensing Fees - RAC Advisory
Rental lease payments – AFG
Finance cost – Hillary Blount
Management fee – AFG
Management fee – BBMIH
Management fee – RAC Advisory

June 2021
5 555 556

June 2020
-

1 062 000
250 000
240 000
290 744

1 062 000
250 000
240 000
290 744

9 038
261 412

8 306
-

220 000

20 000

2 375
2 375
2 375

-

75 000
75 000
35 000

10 000
10 000
10 000

287 500
200 000
11 412
2 375
2 375
2 375

230 000
140 000
-

Refer to Note 17 on directors’ emoluments for the year.
*Close family member of key management personnel
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20. Financial risk and capital management
Classification and fair values of financial instruments
The following summarises the valuation methods and assumptions used in estimating the fair values
of financial instruments reflected in the tables.
Financial assets at FVOCI
The fair value of the financial assets at FVOCI is presently the quoted market prices in active markets
for identical assets
Financial assets at amortised cost
The carrying value of the financial assets at amortised cost with the remaining life of less than 12
months reasonably approximates fair value due to the short-term period to maturity.
Financial liabilities at amortised cost
The carrying value of financial liabilities with a maturity of less than 12 months reasonably
approximates the fair value due to the short-term nature. For longer maturities, fair value is calculated
based on the present value of future principal and interest cash flow
Fair value hierarchy
Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.
Level 2 – Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly (i.e., as the prices) or indirectly (i.e., derived from prices).
Level 3 – Inputs from the assets or liability that are not based on observable market data
(unobservable inputs). The following table shows the fair values of financial assets and financial
liabilities.
In the case of TIP One, the initial investments into the TIP One portfolio are based on investments
which are both listed on the JSE Securities Exchange, and as such, the values derived are quoted on
the exchange. As such, the levels would be similar for these investments:
Figures in South African Rands
MTN Zakhele Futhi
Sasol SOLBE1
Total

Level 1
252 418
279 450
531 868

Level 2
-

Level 3
-

The table above does not include fair value information for financial assets and financial liabilities are
not measured at fair value if the carrying amount is a reasonable approximation of fair value.
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Financial Risk
The Company is exposed to the following risks from its use of financial instruments
 Liquidity risk
 Credit risk
 Market risk
This note presents information about the Company’s exposure to each of the above risks, the
Company’s objectives, policies, and procedures for measuring and managing risk and the Company’s
management of capital. Further quantitative disclosures are included in the financial statement notes
relating to the financial instrument concerned. The Company’s objective is to effectively manage each
of the above risks associated with its financial instruments, to limit the Company’s exposure, as far as
possible, to any financial loss associated with these risks. The Board is ultimately responsible and
accountable for ensuring that adequate procedures and processes are in place to identify, assess,
manage, and monitor key business risks.
20.1 Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company will encounter difficulty in meeting the obligations
associated with its financial liabilities that are settled by or delivered in cash or another financial asset.
The Company’s approach to manage its liquidity is to ensure as far as possible that it will have
sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under either normal or stressed conditions, without
incurring unacceptable losses. The table below discloses the contractual maturity of financial assets
and liabilities:
June 2021

Carrying amount

3 months or
less

3 - 12 months

1 - 5 years

Contractual Cash Inflows
Cash and cash equivalents
Contractual Cash Outflows
Trade payables
Accrued liabilities
Non-Executive Directors Fees
Other payables
Loan from shareholder
Loan from related party

3 150 228

3 150 228

303 785
27 127
185 000
4 440
9 038
261 412

303 785
-
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- -

27 126
185 000
4 440
271 458

9 900
-

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 2020

Carrying
amount

Contractual Cash Inflows
Cash and cash equivalents
Interest receivable
Contractual Cash Outflows
Trade payables
Accrued liabilities
Non-Executive Directors Fees
Other payables
Loan from shareholder

3 months or less

3 - 12 months

1 - 5 years

157 981
4 411

157 981
4 411

-

-

70 028
66 000
30 000
4 440
8 306

70 028
66 000
-

30 000
4 440
-

9 900

20.2 Credit Risk
Expected Credit Loss (“ECL”) assessment
Cash and cash equivalents
Impairment of cash and cash equivalents has been measured on a 1 day expected loss basis and
reflects the short maturities of the exposures in terms of the general approach adopted by
management. The Company considers all the indicators within the ECL model when determining the
credit risk associated with cash and equivalents.
Included in cash and cash equivalents are TIP One’s current and short-term deposits and bank
balances.
The Company considers that its cash and cash equivalents have low credit risk based on the external
credit ratings of the financial institution combined with the fact that the institution is reputable within
the economic environment and the fact that none of the other indicators, considered in terms of the
ECL model indicated an increased credit risk. For this reason, no loss allowance has been recognised
in relation to cash and equivalents at the current or prior reporting dates.
Other receivables
Other receivables relate to interest owing on the bank balance and balances with brokers.
20.3 Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in the market prices will affect the Company’s income or the value
of its holdings in financial instruments. The objective of market risk management is to manage and
control market risk exposures within acceptable parameters, while optimising returns.
Market risk is made up for three components, which are currency risk, interest rate risk and other
price risk.
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Currency risk
TIP One currently does not have direct exposure through foreign currency through its cash balances
or liabilities.
Interest rate risk management
The Company's exposure to interest rate risk is on a floating rate basis. At the reporting date the
interest rate profile of the Company's interest-bearing financial instruments is set out in the summary
table below.
Figures South African Rands
Cash and cash equivalents
Loan from related party
Finance income
Finance cost

June 2021 June 2020
3 150 228
157 981
261 412
27 264
4 411
11 412
-

Cash flow sensitivity linked to interest rate risk
A change of 25 basis points (2020: 25 points) in interest rates at the reporting date would have
increased profit or loss by the amounts shown below. This analysis assumes that the other variables
remain constant and is based on closing balances compounded annually.
Impact on equity and profit or loss for the reporting period
Figures South African rands
Interest on call deposit (up)
Impact on call deposit (down)
Interest – related party loan (higher)
Interest – related party loan (lower)

June 2021
June 2020
2 726
406
(2 726)
(406)
(388)
373
-

Price risk
TIP One’s investment committee sets pricing guidelines around the proposed TIP One investments.
Once acquired, the investments may either increase or decrease in value, thereby impacting the fair
value of these investments. The risk is that TIP One acquires investments at a price above the minimum
price guidelines set by the investment committee, which could impact the potential rate of return on
the investment should the investment be acquired at a higher price.
Similarly, should the investment be acquired at the recommended price but not grow in value as
expected, this could also impact the potential return on investment. As such, the investment
committee along with management review the investment portfolio on an ongoing basis to monitor
price risk.
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A detailed analysis is performed prior to investing, so to determine a price range prior to acquisitions.
This is reviewed and monitored on an ongoing basis. The price of the equity investments is the quoted
value on an exchange (in this case, the JSE Securities exchange). If a sensitivity analysis is to be
performed on the price of the equity investments at 35%, the impact is summarised below:
Figures South African rands
MTN Zakhele Futhi (up)
Sasol SOLBE1 (up)
MTN Zakhele Futhi (down)
Sasol SOLBE1 (down)

June 2021
88 346
97 808
(88 346)
(97 808)

Going forward, the impact of the Pandemic remains uncertain and cannot be predicted. The financial
position and operating results of the Company may, to a certain extent, depend on future
developments.
20.4 Capital Risk Management
The Company manages its capital to ensure that it will be able to continue as a going concern while
maximising return to shareholders through the optimization of debt and equity balance. To maintain
or adjust the capital structure of the Company, the Board may adjust the number of shares to be
issued. This strategy has remained unchanged for the prior reporting period. The Company does not
have any externally imposed capital requirements. The capital balances are summarised below:
Figures in South African rands
Equity
Ordinary share capital
Debt Funding
Loan from shareholder
Loan from related party

June 2021

June 2020

7 323 814

2 323 814

9 038
261 413

8 306
-

21. Earnings / Loss per share
Basic loss per share
The calculation of basic loss per ordinary share is based on a basic loss of R1 820 082 (June 2020: R2
343 050), and a weighted average number of shares of 3 891 446 (June 2020: 1 339 133), resulting in
a basic loss of R0.47 per share (June 2020: R1.74).
Headline loss per share
The calculation of headline loss per ordinary share is based on a basic loss of R1 820 082 (June 2020:
R 2 343 050), and a weighted average number of shares of 3 891 446 (June 2020: 1 339 133), resulting
in a headline loss of R0.47 per share (June 2020: R1.74).
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Diluted loss per share
The Company has no dilutive instruments, and as such, the calculation of diluted loss per share is
based on diluted loss of R1 820 082 (R2 343 050 June 2020), and a weighted average number of shares
of 3 891 446, resulting in a diluted loss of R0.47 (R1.74 June 2020) per share.
Reconciliation between basic, headline and diluted earnings per share
Basic loss for the period
Adjustments
Headline earnings for the period
Adjustments
Diluted earnings for the period

June 2021
(1 820 082)
(1 820 082)
(1 820 082)

June 2020
(2 343 050)
(2 343 050)
(2 343 050)

22. Events after reporting date
Impact of Covid-19
COVID-19 has created a challenging investment environment, following the country going into
adjusted Level 3 lockdown in December 2020 and July 2021 along with the restrictions throughout the
year. Management is working to respond positively to the crisis, including adopting remote working
and responding to the calls for vaccinations. TIP One is also noting an improvement in the investment
climate, with more potential investors being willing to engage TIP One.
Listed Portfolio
The value of the listed shares that existed at year end increased to R715 735 at approval date of the
financial statements on 30 September 2021.
From 8 July until 25 August 2021, TIP One acquired 8 020 shares in Phuthuma Nathi on the open
market. The value of the investment at approval date was R127 per share, thereby resulting in a total
value of R1 018 540. Phuthuma Nathi declared a dividend of R22 for every share held by 25 August
2021.
TIP One through its wholly owned special purpose vehicle YY Consortium SPV established in July 2021,
purchased 10 990 shares in Vodacom Yebo Yethu from 31 August to 10 September 2021. At approval
date of the annual financial statements, the value of the shares was R46 per share, thereby resulting
in a total value of R505 540.
Suspension of ZAR X exchange licence
On 23 August 2021, the TIP One Management and Board were informed of the suspension of ZAR X
listing license. Management is currently reviewing the situation and exploring options in response to
the ZAR X suspension of its listing license.
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Changes to the Audit Committee
At the Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on 29 September 2021, Kagisho Mahura resigned from
the committee and Nokuthula Zilungile Mokgele, who was appointed to the Board on 13 September
2021 was appointed to the Audit and Risk Committee, and also appointed as the chairperson of the
Audit and Risk Committee.
23. Going concern assessment
The Board is not aware of any matter or circumstance arising since the reporting date, to the date of
this report, that could have a material effect on the financial position of the Company and the Board
have assessed TIP One to be a going concern as it is financially stable and has sufficient liquidity to
meet its current obligations and is confident that, for the foreseeable future, it will be able to meet its
obligations.
We draw attention of the users of the annual financial statements to the fact that The Financial Sector
Conduct Authority (FSCA) suspended the exchange licence of ZAR X PTY LTD (ZAR X) in terms of section
60(1) of the Financial Markets Act (FMA), effective from 16:00 on Friday 20 August 2021.
The suspension resulted from ZAR X’s non-compliance with section 8(1)(a) of the FMA, read with
Regulation 8 and 43(2) of the FMA Regulations, which relate to the liquidity and capital adequacy
requirements of an exchange. ZAR X cannot accept new trades or facilitate the listing of companies on
its platform from the suspension date and time thereby limiting TIP One’s ability to conduct its
business. The FSCA intends to proceed, three months after the date of suspension with the
cancellation of ZAR X’s exchange licence should ZAR X fail to rectify its non-compliance with the capital
adequacy requirements.
In response, the Board of TIP One is conducting ongoing engagements with the management of ZAR
X to assess its viability as a stock exchange. TIP One is also exploring other options as mechanisms to
facilitate liquidity of TIP One, including either a secondary listing of preference shares or similar debt
instrument, along with moving TIP One’s primary listing to an alternative exchange.
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Figures in South African Rands
Other Income
Day one gain – MTN Zakhele Futhi
Total Other Income
Administrative expenses
Accounting Fees
Auditor’s remuneration – fees
Bank charges
Brokerage fees
Secretarial fees
Listing fees
Marketing and communication
Total administrative expenses
Other expenses
Consulting fees
Employee costs
Entertainment
Insurance
Lease rentals
Legal expenses
License fees – RAC Advisory
Management Fee
Non-Executive Directors
Printing and stationery
Website hosting
Travel – local
Total other expenses
Loss from operating activities
Finance Income
Interest income on bank balance
Finance Cost
Interest – payroll taxes
Interest – loan from related party
Loss before tax
Income tax
Loss for the period

June 2021

June 2020

2 803
2 803

-

(6 050)
(69 000)
(3 330)
(731)
(182 517)
(74 930)
(68 610)
(405 168)

(6 050)
(148 810)
(1 430)
(135 985)
(80 947)
(55 775)
(428 997)

(756 194)
(27 750)
(200 000)
(287 500)
(7 125)
(155 000)
(1 433 569)
(1 835 934)

(1 081 000)
(187 203)
(9 003)
(25 000)
(140 000)
(118 633)
(230 000)
(30 000)
(90 964)
(2 536)
(3 276)
(1 917 615)
(2 346 612)

27 264

4 411

(11 412)
(1 820 082)
(1 820 082)

(849)
(2 343 050)
(2 343 050)
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Transformational Investment Portfolio One Limited, Registration number 2017/458073/06, ZAR X
share code: ZXTIP, ISIN: ZAE00000042, (“Tip One” or “the Company”)
Notice is hereby given that the annual general meeting of shareholders of Tip One will be held entirely
via a remote interactive electronic platform, Zoom, on Friday, 10 December 2021, at 10:00 (the
“annual general meeting”) for the purposes of transacting the following business, with or without
amendment:
a) To receive, consider and adopt the Annual Financial Statements of the Company as at and for its
year-ended on 30 June 2021, together with the reports of the directors and auditors thereon
contained in the Integrated Annual Report;
b) Transacting any other business as may be transacted at the annual general meeting of shareholders
of a Company; and
c) Considering and, if deemed fit, adopting with or without modification, the shareholder ordinary and
special resolutions set out herein.
Important dates to note
2021
Record date for receipt of the notice of annual general meeting
Last day to trade in order to be eligible to vote at the annual general meeting
Record date for voting purposes (“voting record date”)
Shareholders or their duly authorised proxies who wish to participate in the
annual general meeting, must register to do so by lodging a completed
Electronic Participation Application Form by close of business (5 p.m.)
Last day to lodge forms of proxy for administrative purposes
Annual general meeting held at 10:00am on
Results of annual general meeting released on ZAPS on

Thursday, 11 November
Wednesday, 8 December
Wednesday, 8 December
Wednesday, 8 December
Wednesday, 8 December
Friday, 10 December
Friday, 10 December

Definitions
In this notice the following words will have the meanings as stated:
“attend” will mean electronic participation as envisaged in this notice
“present in person” will mean electronic participation as envisaged in this notice
“in person” will mean electronic participation
In terms of section 62(3)(e) of the Companies Act (Act No. 71 of 2008) (the “Companies Act” or the
“Act”):
• A shareholder who is entitled to participate and vote at the annual general meeting is entitled to
appoint a proxy or two or more proxies to participate in and vote at the annual general meeting in the
place of the shareholder, by completing the form of proxy in accordance with the instructions set out
therein;
• A proxy need not be a shareholder of the company; and
• TIP One shareholders recorded in the register of the company on the voting record date (including
proxies) are required to provide reasonably satisfactory identification before being entitled to
participate in the annual general meeting. In this regard all Tip One shareholders recorded in the
register of the company on the voting record date will be required to provide identification satisfactory
to the Chairperson of the annual general meeting.
Forms of identification include valid identity documents, driver’s license and passports.
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ORDINARY RESOLUTIONS
Ordinary resolution 1: Adoption of Annual Financial Statements
“Resolved that the Annual Financial Statements of the Company for the year-ended 30 June 2021,
including the Directors’ Report and the
Report of the Auditors, be and are hereby received and adopted.”
In order for ordinary resolution 1 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
Ordinary resolution 2: Election of director (Nokuthula Mokgele)
“Resolved that Nokuthula Mokgele, in terms of article 26.1.2 of the Company’s memorandum of
incorporation (“MOI”), be, and is hereby elected as independent non-executive director of the
Company.”
In order for ordinary resolution 2 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
The board of directors of the company (“board”) has considered Ms Mokgele’s qualifications and
experience below and recommends her election to the Board.
Ms Mokgele is a Chartered Accountant with extensive experience in diverse industries including
banking, auditing and academia, and is currently a Senior Taxation Lecturer at Monash South Africa
and at the University of South Africa (UNISA). Ms Mokgele also currently serves as a non-executive
director on the board of the National Library of South Africa and is the chairperson of the finance
committee and a member of the audit and risk committee. Ms Mokgele previously served as a nonexecutive director of RH 12J Limited and was the chairperson of the audit and risk committee.
Ordinary resolution 3: Re-election of director (Ntombomzi Ngada)
“Resolved that Ntombomzi Ngada, who retires by rotation in terms of article 26.3.2 of the Company’s
(“MOI”) and who is eligible and available for re-election, be, and is hereby re-elected as an
independent non-executive director of the Company.”
A brief curriculum vitae of Ntombomzi Ngada can be found on page 4 of the integrated annual report
of which this notice forms part.
In order for ordinary resolution 3 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
The Board has considered Ntombomzi’s past performance and contribution and recommends her reelection to the Board.
Ordinary resolution 4: Re-election of director (Hopolang Leeto Ntoi)
“Resolved that Hopolang Leeto Ntoi, who retires by rotation in terms of article 26.3.2 of the
Company’s MOI and who is eligible and available for re-election, be, and is hereby re-elected as an
independent non-executive director of the Company.”
A brief curriculum vitae of Hopolang Leeto Ntoi can be found on page 4 of the integrated annual report
of which this notice forms part. In order for ordinary resolution 4 to be adopted, the support of more
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than 50% of the total number of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is
required to pass this resolution.
The Board has considered Hopolang’s past performance and contribution and recommends his reelection to the Board.
Ordinary resolution 5: Re-election of director (Kagisho Augustine Mahura)
“Resolved that Kagisho Augustine Mahura, who retires by rotation in terms of article 26.3.2 of the
company’s MOI and who is eligible and available for re-election, be, and is hereby re-elected as an
independent non-executive director of the company.”
A brief curriculum vitae of Kagisho Augustine Mahura can be found on page 4 of the integrated annual
report of which this notice forms part.
In order for ordinary resolution 5 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
The Board has considered Kagisho’s past performance and contribution and recommends his reelection to the Board.
Ordinary resolution 6: Appointment of auditors
“Resolved that SNG Grant Thornton, together with Patience Bhebhe as the designated audit partner,
be and are hereby appointed as auditors of the company for the ensuing financial year.”
The Board has assessed the suitability of SNG Grant Thornton for appointment as auditors and
confirmed their independence and has accordingly nominated SNG Grant Thornton for appointment
as auditors of the company under section 90 of the Companies Act and in accordance with the
Exchange Listings Requirements.
In order for ordinary resolution 5 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
Ordinary resolution 7: Appointment of Audit and Risk Committee
“Resolved that the members of the company’s Audit and Risk Committee set out below be and are
hereby appointed with effect from the end of this annual general meeting in terms of section 94(2) of
the Companies Act and each by way of a separate resolution. The membership as proposed by the
Board, all of whom are independent non-executive directors, is:
- Nokuthula Zithulele Mokgele, as a member of the Audit and Risk committee, subject to
ordinary resolution 2 being passed;
- Ntombomzi Ngada, as a member of the Audit and Risk committee, subject to ordinary
resolution 3 being passed;
- Hopolang Leeto Ntoi, as a member of the Audit and Risk committee, subject to ordinary
resolution 4 being passed.”
Brief curricula vitae in respect of the above Audit and Risk Committee members can be found on
page 7 of the integrated annual report of which this notice forms part of.
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In order for ordinary resolutions 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 (each voted on as separate resolutions) to be
adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number of votes exercisable by shareholders,
present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
Ordinary resolution 8: General Authority to issue ordinary shares for cash
“RESOLVED THAT, the directors of the Company be and are hereby authorised, by way of a general
authority, to allot and issue ordinary shares in the capital of the Company for cash, including within
the scope of such authority the ability to issue options and securities (including any convertible
preference shares in the authorised capital of the Company) that are convertible into ordinary shares,
subject to the limitations as set out in the Memorandum of Incorporation and the provisions of the
Companies Act and the ZAR X Listings Requirements from time to time on the following basis:
-

the Shares which are the subject of the issue for cash must be of a class already in issue, or
where this is not the case, must be limited to such shares or rights that are convertible into
a class of shares already in issue;

-

there will be no restrictions in regard to the persons to whom the shares may be issued,
provided that such shares are to be issued to public shareholders (as defined by the ZAR X
Listing Requirements) and not to related parties (as defined by the ZAR X Listing
Requirements);

-

the total aggregate number of Ordinary Shares which may be issued for cash in terms of this
authority may not exceed 1 181 890, being 15% (fifteen percent) of the aggregate number
of ordinary shares in issue on 10 December 2021, excluding treasury shares;

-

any issue of the Shares under the authority must be deducted from the total aggregate
number of Ordinary Shares, being 1 181 890 which represents 15% of the aggregate number
of Ordinary Shares in issue on 10 December 2021, excluding treasury shares;

-

in the event of sub-division or consolidation of issued equity securities prior to this authority
lapsing, the existing authority shall be adjusted accordingly to represent the same allocation
ratio;

-

this authority shall be valid until the Company’s next annual general meeting or for 15
months from the date of the passing of the ordinary resolution, whichever is the earlier,
provided that it shall not extend beyond 15 (fifteen) months from the date that this authority
is given; and

-

the maximum discount at which the Shares may be issued is 10% (ten percent) of the
weighted average traded price of those shares over the 30 (thirty) business days prior to the
date that the price of the issue is agreed to between the Company and the party/ies
subscribing for the shares. ZAR X should be consulted for a ruling if the Company’s Shares
have not traded in such 30 (thirty) business day period.”

The reason for and effect of ordinary resolution number 2 is to authorise the directors of the Company
to allot and issue Ordinary Shares in the capital of the Company for cash.
In order for ordinary resolution 2 to be adopted, the support of more than 75% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
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Ordinary resolution 9: Waiver of requirement to review interim results
“Resolved that the requirement for the Company’s interim financial results to be reviewed by the
auditors in terms of the ZAR X Listings Requirements, be and is hereby waived in favour of Board
approval of the interim financial statements.”
In order for ordinary resolution 9 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.
‘Ordinary resolution 10: Signature of documentation
“Resolved that any director of the Company or the company secretary be and is hereby authorised to
sign all such documents and do all such things as may be necessary or incidental to the implementation
of ordinary resolutions 1 to 9 and special resolutions 1 to 3.”
In order for ordinary resolution 9 to be adopted, the support of more than 50% of the total number
of votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass this resolution.

SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
Special resolution 1: Repurchase of shares
“Resolved as a special resolution that, subject to the Companies Act, the Listings Requirements on the
stock exchange on which TIP One is listed and the restrictions set out below, the repurchase of shares
of the company either by the company or by any subsidiary of the company be and is hereby
authorised by way of a
general authority, on the basis that:
a) The general authority given in terms of this special resolution shall remain in force from the date of
passing of this special resolution until the conclusion of the next annual general meeting of the
company or fifteen months from the date on which this resolution is passed, whichever is the earlier
date.
b) The general authority shall provide authorisation to the board of directors to repurchase on behalf
of the company, shares in the issued share capital of the company as follows:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

it will be limited, in any financial year of the company, to a maximum of 10% of the issued
share capital of the company (or 10% of the issued share capital of the company where
the repurchase is affected by a subsidiary) as at the date on which this special resolution
is passed;
the repurchase of shares issued by the company may not be at a price which exceeds 10%
of the weighted average of the market value at which Tip One shares are traded on the
stock exchange on which TIP One is listed for the five business days immediately preceding
the date on which the repurchase of shares is effected;
any such repurchase will be implemented through the order book operated by the trading
system of the stock exchange on which TIP One is listed and done without any prior
understanding or arrangement between the company and the counter party;
an announcement will be published as soon as the company or any of its subsidiaries has
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(v)
(vi)
(vii)

repurchased ordinary shares constituting, on a cumulative basis, 3% of the number of
ordinary shares in issue at the date on which the general authority to issue shares is
granted (and for each 3% in aggregate of the initial number of that class acquired
thereafter). Such announcement must contain full details of such repurchases (as required
in terms of the relevant paragraph of the Listings Requirements of the stock exchange
on which TIP One is listed);
the company (or any subsidiary) must be authorised to do so, in terms of its memorandum
of incorporation;
at any point in time, the company may only appoint one agent to effect any repurchase(s)
on the company’s behalf; and
repurchases may not take place during a prohibited period as defined in the Listings
Requirements of the stock exchange on which TIP One is listed unless there is a repurchase
programme in place, the dates and quantities of shares to be repurchased during the
prohibited period are fixed, and full details thereof have been submitted to the stock
exchange in writing prior to commencement of the prohibited period.

c) The exercise by the directors of the authority to procure the repurchase by the company’s
subsidiaries of shares in terms of (b) shall be subject, mutatis mutandis, to the same terms and
conditions as those set out above.
d) A resolution has been passed by the board of directors of the company or its subsidiaries authorising
the repurchase, and the company has passed the solvency and liquidity test as set out in section 4 of
the Companies Act, and that, there have been no material changes to the financial position of the
company since the application of the solvency and liquidity test by the Board.
Having considered the aggregate effect of the maximum repurchase of 10% of the company’s issued
share capital in any one financial year pursuant to the general authority to repurchase shares, the
Board is of the opinion that, for a period of 12 months after the date of this notice of annual general
meeting:
(i) the company will be able to repay their debts, in the ordinary course of business;
(ii) the company’s assets will be in excess of the liabilities of the company. For this purpose, the assets
and liabilities should be recognised and measured in accordance with the accounting policies used in
the latest audited group Annual Financial Statements; and
(iii) the company’s ordinary share capital, reserves and working capital will be adequate for ordinary
business purposes.”
The Board is of the opinion that this authority should be in place so as to enable the company, as and
when the opportunity presents itself, to repurchase shares.
The following additional information, some of which may appear elsewhere in the integrated annual
report, is provided in terms of the
Listings Requirements of the stock exchange on which TIP One is listed for purposes of this general
authority:
• Major beneficial shareholders – see Analysis of Shareholders section in the integrated annual report,
and
• Share capital of the company – see note 5 in the integrated annual report.
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Directors’ responsibility statement
The directors, whose names appear in the Directorate section in the integrated annual report,
collectively and individually accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information pertaining to
this special resolution and certify that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, there are no facts
that have been omitted which would make any statement false or misleading and that all reasonable
enquiries to ascertain such facts have been made and that the special resolution contains all necessary
information.
Material changes
Other than the facts and developments reported on in the integrated annual report, there have been
no material changes in the affairs or financial position of the company and its subsidiaries since the
date of signature of the audit report and up to the date of this notice.
Reason for and effect of special resolution 1
The reason for the passing of special resolution 1 is to authorise the company to repurchase shares
issued by it and to enable its subsidiary companies to acquire shares in its share capital.
The effect of the passing of special resolution 1 is that the company is authorised to repurchase shares
issued by it and that the company’s subsidiary companies will be able to repurchase shares in the
share capital of the company, as set out above.
Special resolution 2: Approval of directors’ remuneration for their services as directors
To consider and if deemed fit, to pass with or without modification, the following special resolutions
by way of separate resolutions:
2.1 “Resolved, as a special resolution, that the fees payable by the company to the non-executive
directors for their services as directors (in terms of section 66 of the Companies Act) be and are hereby
approved for a period of two years from the passing of this resolution or until its renewal, whichever
is the earliest, as follows:
Chairman of the board
Member of the board
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee
Member of the Remuneration Committee
Chairman of the Audit and Risk Committee
Member of the Audit and Risk Committee
Chairman of the Transformation, Social and Ethics
Committee
Member of the Transformation, Social and Ethics Committee

20 000.00 per meeting
20 000.00 per meeting
10 000.00 per meeting
5 000.00 per meeting
10 000.00 per meeting
5 000.00 per meeting
10 000.00 per meeting
5 000.00 per meeting

Reasons and effect

Reason for and effect of special resolution 2.1
To obtain shareholder approval by way of a special resolution in accordance with section 66(9) of the
companies Act for the payment by the company of remuneration to each of the non-executive
directors of the company for each non-executive director’s services as a non-executive director for a
period of two years from the passing of this resolution or until its renewal, whichever is the earliest in
the amounts set out under special resolution 2.1.
In order for special resolution 2.1 to be adopted, the support of at least 75% of the total number of
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votes exercisable by shareholders, present in person or by proxy, is required to pass those special
resolutions.
Special resolution 3: Specific issue of shares to BBMIH
“RESOLVED THAT, in accordance with paragraph 8.1.58.7 of the ZAR X Listings Requirements, section
41(3) of the Companies Act and the Memorandum of Incorporation of TIP One, the directors of the
Company, be and are hereby authorised, by way of a specific authority, to issue up to a maximum of
100 million ordinary Shares of the Company to BBMIH in terms of the BBMIH Specific Issue.”
Reason for Special Resolution Number 3
BBMIH is a majority shareholder of TIP One, holding 70.5% of the issued TIP One Shares. The Company
is 100% owned by the Baphalane Ba Mantserre Community Trust, which represents approximately 10
000 families located in the North West Province. BBMIH has built up a considerable balance sheet
which was initially resource related. Over the past two three years BBMIH has moved to diversify its
investment portfolio away from resources by acquiring investments in listed and unlisted companies
across multiple sectors of the economy. Through this diversification process, BBMIH has acquired
stakes in financial services and fintech companies. BBMIH has also followed including a strategy to
invest in BEE schemes that are in turn invested in listed companies. BBMIH sees TIP One as a key
strategic partner to execute this strategy, which aligns strongly with TIP One’s business strategy.
BBMIH’s investment team has many years of experience in this space.
BBMIH has access to a broad network of retail investors, as well as a strategic relationship with
distribution partners such as Stokfella.com, United Royal Kingship Holdings (URKH) and Alpha Cubed
Capital amongst others.
BBMIH Specific Issue and use of proceeds
TIP One intends to issue up to a maximum of 100 million TIP One Shares to BBMIH in terms of the
BBMIH Specific Issue, at an issue price of between R0.60 and R3.00, but not lower than 95% of the
proceeding 30 day VWAP prior to issuance, and upon such terms and conditions as the Board may
from time to time determine in accordance with the Companies Act, rules of the relevant exchange
on which it is listed and the MOI. The authority will be valid until 30 June 2022.
In accordance with the provisions of section 41(3) of the Companies Act, a special resolution is
required to be approved by shareholders in the event that the voting power of a class of shares that
are to be issued as a result of a transaction will exceed 30% of the voting power of that class of shares
held by shareholders immediately prior to the transaction. The issue of Shares pursuant to the BBMIH
Specific Issue contemplates an issue by the Company of more than 30% of the Company’s Shares,
excluding treasury shares, currently in issue, and such issue accordingly requires the approval of
Shareholders in terms of section 41(3) of the Companies Act.
The percentage of voting rights that will be required for Shareholders to pass Special Resolution
Number 3 is a 75% (seventy five percent) majority of the votes cast in favour of the resolution by all
Shareholders present in person or by proxy at the Annual General Meeting. BBMIH will not be entitled
to vote on this resolution but will be taken into account for purposes of constituting a quorum.
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QUORUM
A quorum for the purposes of considering the resolutions above shall consist of three shareholders of
the company personally present or represented by proxy (and if the shareholder is a body corporate,
must be represented) and entitled to vote at the annual general meeting. In addition, a quorum shall
comprise 25% of all voting rights entitled to be exercised by shareholders in respect of the resolutions
above.
The date on which shareholders must be recorded as such in the register maintained by the transfer
secretaries of the company, Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd, 1st Floor, 15 Biermann
Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196, for the purposes of being entitled to attend, participate in
and vote at the annual general meeting is Wednesday, 8 December 2021 (the “voting record date”).

ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION ARRANGEMENTS
The Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation authorises the conduct of shareholders’ meetings
entirely by electronic communication as does section 63(2)(a) of the Companies Act. In light of the
measures put in place by the South African Government in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Board has decided that the Annual General Meeting will only be accessible through a remote
interactive electronic platform as detailed below.
Shareholders or their duly appointed proxies who wish to participate in the annual general meeting
are required to complete the Electronic Participation Application Form available immediately after the
proxy form on page and email same to BOTH the transfer secretaries of the company, Computershare
Investor Services (Pty) Ltd at proxy@Computershare.co.za and to Tip One at info@tiponesa.com as
soon as possible, but in any event by no later than close of business on Wednesday 8 December 2021.
Shareholders or their duly appointed proxies are required to provide satisfactory identification before
being entitled to participate in the annual general meeting.
Upon receiving a completed Electronic Participation Application Form, the Company’s transfer
secretaries will follow a verification process to verify each applicant’s entitlement to participate in
and/or vote at the annual general meeting. The company’s transfer secretaries will provide the
company with the nominated email address of each verified shareholder or their duly appointed proxy
to enable the company to forward them a meeting invitation required to access the annual general
meeting
Fully verified shareholders or their duly appointed proxies who have applied to participate
electronically in the annual general meeting are requested by no later than 9:55 on Friday 10
December 2021 to join the lobby of the meeting by clicking on the “Zoom” link to be provided by Tip
One’s company secretary or by the company, whose admission to the meeting will be controlled by
the company secretary/the company.
Participants will be liable for their own network charges in relation to electronic participation in and/or
voting at the annual general meeting. Any such charges will not be for the account of the company’s
transfer secretaries, or company secretary or Tip One who will also not be held accountable in the
case of loss of network connectivity or other network failure due to insufficient airtime, internet
connectivity, internet bandwidth and/or power outages which prevents any such shareholder or their
proxy from participating in and /or voting at the annual general meeting.
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VOTING AND PROXIES
A member who is entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting may appoint one or more
proxies (who need not be a member of the company) to attend, speak and vote in his stead.
On a show of hands, every shareholder of the company present in person or represented by proxy
shall have one vote only. On a poll, every shareholder of the company present in person or
represented by proxy shall have one vote for every share in the company held by such shareholder.
A form of proxy is attached for the convenience of any Tip One shareholder holding certificated shares
who cannot attend the annual general meeting but who wishes to be represented thereat. Forms of
proxy may also be obtained on request from the company’s registered office. For administrative
purposes, the completed form of proxy must be deposited at the office of the transfer secretaries of
the company, Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd, 1st Floor, 15 Biermann Avenue, Rosebank,
Johannesburg, 2196 or e-mailed to proxy@Computershare.co.za to be received by 10:00 on
Wednesday, 8 December 2021.
Any shareholder who completes and lodges a form of proxy will nevertheless be entitled to attend
and vote in person at the annual general meeting should the shareholder subsequently decide to do
so. Attached to the form of proxy is an extract of section 58 of the Companies Act, to which
shareholders are referred
Shareholders who have already dematerialised their shares through a Central Securities Depository
Participant (“CSDP”) or broker and who wish to attend the annual general meeting must instruct their
CSDP or broker to issue them with the necessary letter of representation to attend.
Dematerialised shareholders who have elected “own name” registration in the sub-register through a
CSDP and who are unable to attend but who wish to vote at the annual general meeting must
complete and return the attached form of proxy and lodge it with the transfer secretaries of the
company, Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd, 1st Floor, 15 Biermann Avenue, Rosebank,
Johannesburg, 2196 or e-mail it to proxy@Computershare.co.za, which, for administration purposes
should be received by Wednesday, 8 December 2021.
All beneficial owners whose shares have been dematerialised through a CSDP or broker other than
with “own name” registration, must provide the CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms
of their custody agreement should they wish to vote at the annual general meeting. Alternatively, they
may request the CSDP or broker to provide them with a letter of representation, in terms of their
custody agreements, should they wish to attend the annual general meeting.
Such shareholder must not complete the attached form of proxy.
In terms of section 63(1) of the Companies Act meeting participants will be required to provide
identification to the reasonable satisfaction of the Chairperson of the annual general meeting and the
Chairperson must be reasonably satisfied that the right of any person to participate in and vote
(whether as a shareholder or as a proxy for a shareholder) has been reasonably satisfied.
By order of the Board
CIS Company Secretaries (Pty) Ltd
Company Secretary
11 November 2021
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FORM OF PROXY
Transformational Investment Portfolio One Limited, Registration number 2017/458073/06, ZAR X
share code: ZXTIP, ISIN: ZAE00000042 (“TIP One” or “the company”)
For use by shareholders of Tip One holding certificated shares and/or dematerialised shareholders
who have elected “own name” registration, nominee companies of Central Securities Depository
Participants (“CSDPs”) and brokers’ nominee companies, registered as such at the close of business
on the voting record date, at the annual general meeting to be held entirely via a remote interactive
electronic platform, Zoom at 10:00 on Friday, 10 December 2021 (“annual general meeting”) or any
postponement or adjournment thereof.
If you are a dematerialised shareholder, other than with “own name” registration, do not use this
form. Dematerialised shareholders, other than with “own name” registration, should provide
instructions to their appointed CSDP or broker in the form as stipulated in the agreement entered into
between the shareholder and the CSDP or broker. Dematerialised shareholders must notify their CSDP
/ broker of their intention to attend any meeting in order for such CSDP or broker to be able to issue
them with the necessary authorisation (Letter of Representation) to enable them to attend such
meeting, or, alternatively, should they not wish to attend the meeting, they should provide their CSDP
/ broker with their voting instruction.
I/We _____________________________________________________________ (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)
of ___________________________________________________________________________ (ADDRESS)
being the holder/s of appoint ___________________________________________ TIP One shares, hereby
1._______________________________________________________________________or failing him/her
2. _______________________________________________________________________or failing him/her
3 the Chairperson of the annual general meeting, as my/our proxy to attend and speak and to vote for me/us
and on my/our behalf at the annual general meeting and at any adjournment or postponement thereof, for the
purpose of considering and, if deemed fit, passing, with or without modification, the resolutions to be proposed
at the annual general meeting, and to vote on the resolutions in respect of the ordinary shares registered in
my/our name/s, in the following manner (see note 2):
Number of votes †
Shares For# Against #Abstain
For
Ordinary resolution 1 – Adoption of Annual Financial Statements
Ordinary resolution 2 – Election of Nokuthula Mokgele
Ordinary resolution 3 – Re-election of Ntombomzi Ngada
Ordinary resolution 4 – Re-election of Hopolang Ntoi
Ordinary resolution 5 – Re-election of Kagisho Mahura
Ordinary resolution 6 – Appointment of auditors
Ordinary resolution 7 – Appointment of Audit and Risk Committee
Ordinary resolution 8 – General Authority to issue shares for cash
Ordinary resolution 9: Waiver of requirement to review interim results
Ordinary resolution 9 – Signature of documentation
Special resolution 1 – Repurchase of shares
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Against

Abstain

Special resolution 2 – Approval of director’s remuneration for their
services
Special resolution 3 – Specific issue of shares (BBMIH)
† One vote per share held by Tip One shareholders recorded in the register on the voting record date
* Mark “For”, “Against” or “Abstain” as required. If no options are marked the proxy will be entitled to vote as
he/she thinks fit
Unless otherwise instructed, my/our proxy may vote or abstain from voting as he/she thinks fit
Signed this_______________________________________________________ day of
__________________________________________________________2021
Signature ________________________________________________________________
Assisted by me (where applicable)
______________________________________
(State capacity and full name)
A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to attend,
vote and speak in his/her stead. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the company. Each shareholder is entitled
to appoint one or more proxies to attend, speak and, on a poll, vote in place of that shareholder at the annual
general meeting.
For administrative purposes the forms of proxy must be deposited at Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd,
1st Floor, 15 Biermann Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196 or e-mailed to proxy@computershare.co.za so
as to arrive by 10:00 on Wednesday, 8 December 2021.
NOTES TO THE FORM OF PROXY
1 This form of proxy is only to be completed by those ordinary shareholders who are
a) holding ordinary shares in certificated form; or
b) recorded in the sub-register in electronic form in their “own name”, on the date on which shareholders
must be recorded as such in the register maintained by the transfer secretaries, Computershare
Investor Services (Pty) Ltd, being Wednesdays, 8 December 2021 and who wish to appoint another
person to represent them at the annual general meeting.
2 Certificated shareholders wishing to attend the annual general meeting have to ensure beforehand with the
transfer secretaries of the company (being Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd) that their shares are
registered in their name
3 Beneficial shareholders whose shares are not registered in their “own name”, but in the name of another, for
example, a nominee, may not complete a proxy form, unless a form of proxy is issued to them by a registered
shareholder and they should contact the registered shareholder for assistance in issuing instruction on voting
their shares, or obtaining a proxy to attend, speak and, on a poll, vote at the annual general meeting
4 A shareholder may insert the name of a proxy or the names of two alternative proxies of the shareholder’s
choice in the space, with or without deleting “the Chairperson of the annual general meeting”. The person whose
name stands first on the form of proxy and who is present at the annual general meeting will be entitled to act
as proxy to the exclusion of those whose names follow
5 A shareholder’s instructions to the proxy must be indicated by means of a tick or a cross in the appropriate
box provided. However, if you wish to cast your votes in respect of a lesser number of shares than you own in
the company, insert the number of shares in respect of which you desire to vote. If: (i) a shareholder fails to
comply with the above; or (ii) gives contrary instructions in relation to any matter or any additional resolution(s)
which are properly put before the annual general meeting; or (iii) the resolution listed in the proxy form is
modified or amended; the member will be deemed to authorise the Chairperson of the annual general meeting,
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if the Chairperson is the authorised proxy, to vote in favour of the resolutions at the annual general meeting, or
any other proxy to vote or to abstain from voting at the annual general meeting as he/she deems fit, in respect
of all the member’s votes exercisable thereat. If, however, the member has provided further written instructions
which accompany this form of proxy and which indicate how the proxy should vote or abstain from voting in any
of the circumstances referred to in (i) to (iii) above, then the proxy shall comply with those instructions
6 The forms of proxy should be lodged at Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd, 1st Floor, 15 Biermann
Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196 or e-mailed to proxy@computershare.co.za so as to be received by
10:00 on Wednesday, 8 December 2021
7 The completion and lodgement of this form of proxy will not preclude the relevant shareholder from attending
the annual general meeting and speaking and voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy appointed
in terms hereof, should such shareholder wish to do so. In addition to the foregoing, a shareholder may revoke
the proxy appointment by (i) cancelling it in writing or making a later inconsistent appointment of a proxy; and
(ii) delivering a copy of the revocation instrument to the proxy, and to the company. The revocation of a proxy
appointment constitutes a complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the
shareholder as at the later of the date stated in the revocation instrument, if any; or the date on which the
revocation instrument was delivered in the required manner
8 The Chairperson of the annual general meeting may reject or accept any form of proxy which is completed
and/or received, other than in compliance with these notes provided that, in respect of acceptances, he is
satisfied as to the manner in which the shareholder/s concerned wish/es to vote
9 Any alteration to this form of proxy, other than a deletion of alternatives, must be initialled by the signatory/ies
10 Documentary evidence establishing the authority of a person signing this form of proxy in a representative
capacity must be attached to this form of proxy unless previously recorded by the company or Computershare
or waived by the Chairperson of the annual general meeting
11 A minor must be assisted by his/her parent or guardian unless the relevant documents establishing his/her
legal capacity are produced or have been registered by Computershare
12 Where there are joint holders of shares
a) any one holder may sign the form of proxy; and
b) the vote of the senior (for that purpose seniority will be determined by the order in which the names
of shareholders appear in the register of members) who tenders a vote (whether in person or by proxy)
will be accepted to the exclusion of the vote/s of the other joint holder/s of shares
13 If duly authorised, companies and other corporate bodies who are shareholders of the company having
shares registered in their own name may, instead of completing this form of proxy, appoint a representative to
represent them and exercise all of their rights at the annual general meeting by giving written notice of the
appointment of that representative. This notice will not be effective at the annual general meeting unless it is
accompanied by a duly certified copy of the resolution or other authority in terms of which that representative
is appointed and is received at Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Ltd, 1st Floor, 15 Biermann Avenue,
Johannesburg, 2196 to reach the company by 10:00 on Wednesday, 8 December 2021
14 This form of proxy may be used at any adjournment or postponement of the annual general meeting,
including any postponement due to a lack of quorum, unless withdrawn by the shareholder
15 The aforegoing notes contain a summary of the relevant provisions of section 58 of the Companies Act, 2008
(the “Companies Act”), as required in terms of that section. In addition, an extract from the Companies Act
reflecting the provisions of section 58 of the Companies Act is attached to the form of proxy.
EXTRACT FROM THE COMPANIES ACT
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“58. Shareholder right to be represented by proxy
(1) At any time, a shareholder of a company may appoint any individual, including an individual who is not a
shareholder of that company, as a proxy to:
(a) participate in, and speak and vote at, a shareholders’ meeting on behalf of the shareholder; or
(b) give or withhold written consent on behalf of the shareholder to a decision contemplated in section 60
(2) A proxy appointment:
(a) must be in writing, dated and signed by the shareholder; and
(b) remains valid for
(i) one year after the date on which it was signed; or
(ii) any longer or shorter period expressly set out in the appointment, unless it is revoked in a manner
contemplated in subsection (4)(c), or expires earlier as contemplated in subsection (8)(d)
(3) Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of a company provides otherwise:
(a) a shareholder of that company may appoint two or more persons concurrently as proxies, and may appoint
more than one proxy to exercise voting rights attached to different securities held by the shareholder;
(b) a proxy may delegate the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the shareholder to another person, subject to
any restriction set out in the instrument appointing the proxy; and
(c) a copy of the instrument appointing a proxy must be delivered to the company, or to any other person on
behalf of the company, before the proxy exercises any rights of the shareholder at a shareholders’ meeting
(4) Irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy:
(a) the appointment is suspended at any time and to the extent that the shareholder chooses to act directly and
in person in the exercise of any rights as a shareholder
(b) the appointment is revocable unless the proxy appointment expressly states otherwise; and
(c) if the appointment is revocable, a shareholder may revoke the proxy appointment by –
(i) cancelling it in writing, or making a later inconsistent appointment of a proxy; and
(ii) delivering a copy of the revocation instrument to the proxy, and to the Company.
(5) The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority
to act on behalf of the shareholder as of the later of:
(a) the date stated in the revocation instrument, if any; or
(b) the date on which the revocation instrument was delivered as required in subsection (4)(c)(ii).
(6) If the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies has been delivered to a company, as long as that appointment
remains in effect, any notice that is required by this Act or the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation to be
delivered by the company to the shareholder must be delivered by the Company to
(a) the shareholder; or
(b) the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has:
(i) directed the company to do so, in writing; and
(ii) paid any reasonable fee charged by the company for doing so
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(7) A proxy is entitled to exercise, or abstain from exercising, any voting right of the shareholder without
direction, except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation, or the instrument appointing the
proxy, provides otherwise
(8) If a company issues an invitation to shareholders to appoint one or more persons named by the company
as a proxy, or supplies a form of instrument for appointing a proxy:
(a) the invitation must be sent to every shareholder who is entitled to notice of the meeting at which the proxy
is intended to be exercised;
(b) the invitation, or form of instrument supplied by the company for the purpose of appointing a proxy, must:
(i) bear a reasonably prominent summary of the rights established by this section
(ii) contain adequate blank space, immediately preceding the name or names of any person or persons named
in it, to enable a shareholder to write in the name and, if so desired, an alternative name of a proxy chosen by
the shareholder; and
(iii) provide adequate space for the shareholder to indicate whether the appointed proxy is to vote in favour of
or against any resolution or resolutions to be put at the meeting, or is to abstain from voting;
(c) the company must not require that the proxy appointment be made irrevocable; and
(d) (d) the proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the meeting at which it was intended to
be used, subject to subsection (5)
(9) Subsection (8)(b) and (d) do not apply if the Company merely supplies a generally available standard form
of proxy appointment on request by a shareholder.”
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ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION APPLICATION FORM
Information required for participation by electronic communication at the AGM
Full name of shareholder
Identity or registration number of shareholder
Full name of authorized representative (if applicable)
Identity number of authorized representative
Email address:
*Note: this email address will be used by the Company to share the [Zoom] meeting invitation required to
access the AGM electronically
Cell phone number:
Telephone number, including dialling codes:
*Note: The electronic platform to be utilised for the AGM does not provide for electronic voting during the
meeting. Accordingly, shareholders are strongly encouraged to submit votes by proxy in advance of the
AGM, by completing the proxy form found at page 51.
Indicate (by marking with an ‘X’) whether:
□ votes will be submi ed by proxy (in which case, please enclose the duly completed proxy form with this
form); or
□ the Par cipant wishes to exercise votes during the AGM. If this op on is selected, the Company’s Transfer
Secretaries will contact you to make the necessary arrangements.
By signing this application form, I consent to the processing of my personal information above for the
purpose of participating in Tip One’s AGM.
Signed at

on

Signed:_________________________________________________
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Documents required to be attached to this application form
In order to exercise their voting rights at the AGM, shareholders who choose to participate
electronically may appoint a proxy, which proxy may participate in the AGM, provided that a duly
completed proxy form has been submitted in accordance with the instructions on that form, and as
envisaged in the notice of the AGM
2. Documentary evidence establishing the authority of the named person, including any person acting in
a representative capacity, who is to participate in the AGM, must be attached to this application
3. A certified copy of the valid identity document/passport/driver’s license of the person attending the
AGM by electronic participation, including any person acting in a representative capacity, must be
attached to this application
Applications to participate by electronic communication will only be considered if this application form is
completed in full, signed by the shareholder, its proxy or representative, and delivered as detailed above. The
Company may in its sole discretion accept any incomplete application forms
1.
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